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ONE OF KENTUCKY%
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

TWO SECTIONS

Kentutky Windage
(By P. W.)
Somehow, from some unknown\
sou ce
that we assumed was factual, we printed a
little item on page one last week asking that
you "Help the Kids" — help the juniors at
at South Fulton in their magazine subscription drive so they could make money for
their Homecoming Dance.
We have since been advised that funds
from the magazine drive have nothing to do
with the Homecoming Dance. The magazine
funds go to the school classes; the homecoming dance is sponsored by an organization
other than the school and receives no funds
from any school-sponsored activity.
We rather imagine that whoever called
the article in was a little misinformed. Anyhow, hurray for the magazine drive, and hurray for the homecoming dance. May they
both succeed.
The City of Clinton is running a recordhigh treasury surplus of more than $39,000,
reports Don Walker in last Saturday's Louisville Courier-Journal. Walker cites Mayor
Fred Hurd as claiming strict law enforcement, government economies and a $3500
utility franchise payment from KU being
major contributors to the city's good financial shape.
Noting that it was "not fair" to rent a
room at the new Lake Barkley lodge (for instance) for the same rate as one at the older
lodge at Kenlake State Park, Kentucky
Parks Commissioner James Host has announced that rooms in the Lake Barkley
Lodge will be raised from $16 to $20 per
couple each night, and from $10 to $12 for
single persons, adding (in a great burst of
generosity) that rates won't be changed at
the less attractive and older lodge facilities
around the State.
New rates will go into effect next April
1st.
I wonder if it ever occurred to Jim that
it's also possible to remedy the problem by
lowering the bottom rates a little, and leaving the top like they are. Sometimes I get the
distinct feeling that Kentucky parks aren't
much for Kentuckians.
(Continued On Page Six)
Jottings from - - -

Jo's
Notebook
The Lord willing and the creeks don't
rise, I'll be travelling to Lake Barkley State
Park on Friday to be one of four panelists to
discuss a rather important question in today's newspaper world.
Appearing with the editors of three
large daily newspapers, one of them from
the Nashville Tennessean, the question we
are asked to discuss is "Cruading Journalism
at the Grass Roots—have newspapers forgotten their mission to print the news and raise
hell," so the moderator of the program tells
me.
I have been giving the subject a great
deal of thought and I find that I have mixed
emotions on the matter.

The News has won awards for
•ac•Ilence •very year It ha• been
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Nancy Bagwell, Gary Jetton Hickman Firm
Are Named 'Mr. and Miss SFHS' Robbed During
Morning Hour

Gary Jotton
Nancy Bagwell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ross, and
Gary Jetton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Jetton, were named
"Mr. and Miss South Fulton
High School" by the student
body.
The other candidates were:
Jerry Oliver, Mike McKinney,
Edie Maynard and Jackie Hollie.
Miss Bagwell is a member
of the 1971 Annual Staff and
the Scarlet Flash. She is treasurer of her class, and has served as an officer all of her high
school years. She was basketball queen last year and was

Nancy Bagwell
selected "class favorite" as a
sophomore. She is a member
of the Devilette basketball
squad and received the "110
per cent" award last year. She
plans to attend the University
of Tennessee at Martin, following graduation.
Mr. Jetton is a member of
the annual staff and has been
a member of the Student Council for four years. He is an
honor student and has also
played football and basketball
for four years. He was the
South Fulton Delegate to Boys
State in June.
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County Taxes Reach Record High;
Increase Due To New School Here

Two men robbed the Hickman Hardware Company in
Fulton Countians will pay a whopping $562,broad daylight Tuesday and escaped with $150 to $200, Police 782.10 in taxes this year, figures compiled by a
said.
Hickman Courier reporter revealed. The total is
Miss Geneva Mangold, bookkeeper at the store, told police perhaps the largest accumulation of taxes ever
that the men entered the store paid by property owners in the county as a reat about 11:30 a. m. and while sult of assessments
ranging from real estate to
one distracted her attention.
pretending to be a customer, taxes on bank shares.
Fulton County tax bills for 1970 amount to
the other entered the office
and removed the money from $562,782.10, compared to the 1969 bill of $484,an unlocked safe. She said she
saw them escape on foot when 641.35.
The increase of $78,140.75 was due almost
she went to call police.
Both men were Negro, Miss entirely to the 30-cent increase in independent
Mangold said, and one wore school taxes
that was included in a $960,000 bond
coveralls, the other a T-shirt
and slacks. She said she saw issue, approved last October, to finance a new
no weapon.
high school in the city of Fulton.
Police said they questioned
Independent school taxes for fected by the bond issue, are
several men in connection with
the robbery, but that al/ were 1970 amount to $188,205.76, $179,720.39 in 1970, an increase
compared to $117,087.67 in 1969 of only $2,197.50 over last year.
released.
—a difference of $71,118.19.
After the independent and
Common school taxes, not af- common school taxes the third

S. B. A.Rep
Coming To
Paducah

10c

Chambers To Compete
At Mid-South Fair

largest source of revenue
comes from county taxes, including real estate, tangible
personal property. bank shares,
and poll taxes. The 1970
amount. $75,821.80, is $2,959.46
more than the 1969 total. The
largest portion of county taxes,
$58,113.63, comes from real
estate taxes.
State tax revenues show a
slight decrease from $59,220.34
in 1969 to $58,404.70 in 1970.
State taxes include real estate. tangible personal property, intangibles other than bank
shares and brokers' accounts.
bank shares, and annuities. Of
these, tangible personal property taxes alone account for
$23.776.80, almost half the total.
Special levies total $56,292.88
in 1970, $2,660.30 more than in
1969. Library taxes and health
and hospital taxes each amount
to $20,974.40. Other special
levies include forest fire protection, water conservation,
bonds and soil conservation.

Student
Council
Is Named

A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time ofA young man with a good voice, who loves to
fice in the City Hall on the
sing, will represent the Twin Cities this weekend
Second Floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on Oct. 1, as announced in talent competition at the Annual Mid South
(See Pictures, Second Section, Page 2)
by R. B. Blankenship, SBA Dis- Fair talent contest.
The student body of South
W.B. Rice, whose mind is as keen as his eye- trict Director. The office,
Bennett Chambers, a sophomore at South Fulton High School voted Frioperated
on
a
semi-monthly
sight at the age of 82, has lived in Fulton and
day, September 18, with the
basis every first and third Fulton High School, received an invitation to purpose of
electing three memObion Counties all of his life and is always an in- Thursday,
will be open from participate in the talent contest last weekend bers from
each class as repreterested and attentive student of area history.
9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
committee.
from the Fair
He is scheduled to ap- sentatives in the Student CounAmong other things, he enjoys reading the In addition to an SBA loan pear in the contest Saturday evening of this cil. The results of their votes
representative, there will be a
are as follows:
"75-Years-Ago" column in The News each week, SCORE (Service Corps of Re- week, around 7: p. m.
Freshman: Sharye Owens,
dealing with doings and anecdotes of his old tired Executives) Counselor
Brenda Collier and Mark Roavailable
to
talk
with
small
hometown, Hickman.
"I've been singing all my bey. Sophomore: Donnie
business inquirers. SCORE replife" Bennett told The News Cruce, Bill Gray and Cathy
A few weeks ago ea- Rom in Fulton County in 1895 when resentatives in the Paducah
this week,"and I love to sing." McKinney. Junior: Dale Yates,
about the old Montgomery the picture was taken. "We area are Robert R. Sachs and
He has sung in Fulton and Dale Townsend and Paula
School brought a smile of didn't live on a road . . . just Ross L. Cochran.
South Fulton, not only at his Hutchins. Senior: Gary Jetton,
reminiscence, for he was a back in the field", Mr. Rice
own Antioch Baptist Church, Tommy Greer and David G.
pupil at that very school at reminisced. "To get to the old
but at many of the other Puckett.
the very time referred to in Montgomery School we just
churches in the community and
The new officers of the enthe 75-year-ago mention.
crossed the fields", he smiled
also in Paducah.
tire Student Council were also
Mr. Rice proceeded to dig
The Rices lived in the school
Bennett was a featured solo- elected, and they are as folinto his mementos, located the neighborhood until he was ten
ist at the recent Miss Ken- lows:
picture taken of the school and years old, and in 1898 moved
tucky - USA pageant here this
David G. Puckett, President;
its mammoth class in 1895, to the Sylvan Shade neighborpast spring.
Denise Coleman, Vice Presicaught the next bus to Fulton hood and lived on the Bacon
Bennett, 19, lives with his dent; Deborah Hodges, Secreand came to The News office farm. In 1912 they moved to
foster parents, Mr. and Mrs. tary; Rob Ross, Treasurer;
Listed below are the names
with the picture, the clipping, the Cayce neighborhood, living of individuals who have lost
David Hensley, at 212 Williams Mary Jane Cannon, Reporter.
and a broad smile.
Street in South Fulton.
near the Liberty Church, and their drivers licenses for the
On weekends he is an order-.
"To my knowledge, there are in 1918 he moved to the Jordan week ending Sept. 11, 1970 as
ly at the Fulton Hospital.
only four of us in this picture neighborhood, where he con- released by the Department of
Bennett will be accompanied
who are still living", Rice tinued to make his home on a Public Safety to the Traffic
to Memphis by his accomstated, and pointed out to an farm until about six years ago, Safety Coordinating Commitpanist,
when
News publisher Paul
he
moved to Union City. tee.
BENNETT CHAMBERS
astounded staff that he believed
Westpheling, who has been dohe could name around 75 per- He now makes his home at 827
James Lynn Gargus, Route
ing his piano background work
cent of the class in the picture East Church Street in Union 1, Water Valley, Kentucky, age
Should young Chambers win
had he brought along his City.
20. (DWI) license suspended at Memphis, or should his this year.
The Saturday night appearglasses, which he does not nor"I have farmed all of my until Feb. 1, 1972,
voice indicate the qualities
ance will be the first level of
mally wear.
life, and I have voted in Cayce
Becky Smith, a student at
being sought, he may be inJohn
T.
Beard,
Route
4,
Fulthe competition. Should BenMr. Rice did point out a few all of my life until not too long
ton, Kentucky, age 41. (DWI) vited to New York City to ap- nett win that one, he will be Fulton High School, has been
specific faces in the group, ago," he said with a twinkle.
named the new President of the
pear on a network TV show. At
invited back the following Future Homemakers of Amerwhcih we have sought to iden- "Even though I no longer lived license is suspended until Jan. any rate.
the cash prizes to be Thursday
evening to partici- ica Club when the members
tify under the large picture up in that precinct, I voted 24, 1971.
James Perry Byrd, Route 1, awarded in the Memphis com- pate in the finals.
elsewhere in this paper.
met in regular session. Septemthere and no one said anything
petition will make the Fair apThe son of T. M. and Nanny about it until one election Crutchfield, Kentucky, age 56. pearance
ber 16 at the Farm Room at
an exciting trip.
(DWI)
license
is
suspended
unSPAGHETTI SUPPER
Rice, W. B. Rice was living someone got a little put-out
Fulton High School.
Three
weeks ago young
A spaghetti supper will be
with his parents on the Arthur with me and challenged my til Feb. 3, 1971.
Other newly elected officers
Jerry
Merrell,
Wayne
107
Chambers
was
invited
to
sing
held
Tuesday,
September
29,
King farm in the old Mont- vote, and then I had to quit",
are: Anita Cash, first viceEddings Street, Fulton. Ken- at the Obion County Fair, from 5:30 to 7:30 p. m. in the
gomery school neighborhood he smiled.
president; Rene May, second
tucky, age 23. (DWI) license where he did three numbers First United Methodist Church
is suspended until Jan. 7, 1971. and was well received. The fol- in Fulton, sponsored by the vice-president; Louella Puckett, secretary; Alice Caldwell,
Raymond Joe Anders, lowing week he was invited to senior class of the Fulton High
treasurer; Linda Stokes, hisCrutchfield, Kentucky, age, 27. appear in the talent competi- School. Tickets, for sale by all
torian; Mary Helen Dunn,
(DWI) license is suspended un- tion at the Dyer County Fair at seniors, are $1.00.
recreation leader; Gwyn Armtil Dec. 13, 1970.
Dyersburg, and although he
strong, parliamentarian; BrenWilliam
Bedford
Carter, did not win one of the three
DOUG HEINSOHN
da Williamson, song leader;
Route 1, Clinton, Kentucky, top awards there, his voice atDoug Ileinsohn, American Sandra Thompson, reporter;
Heading for Japan next sum- Scouts and leaders from 132
age 54. (DWI) license suspend- tracted the attention of a talent Party Nominee for the GoverGigi Brock, devotional leader.
mer will be 7 Boy Scouts and counties.
ed until July 6, 1971.
scout for the Mid South Fair, nor of Tennessee, spent ThursExplorers from this area who
The local boys will represent
Johnnie Chester Myers, 319 resulting in the subsequent in- day, September 17, in the twin
EXPENSIVE WORK
will attend the XIII World the Four Rivers Council, Boy McMorris Street, Clinton,
Ken- vitation to come to Memphis cities to meet the people and
The land and buildings of the
Jamboree, an international Scouts of America, as a part tucky, age 53. (DWI) license and perform before
a vastly express his ideas and views as average United States farm are
gathering of more than 20,000
(Continued on Papa Six)
suspended until Dec. 22, 1970. larger audience.
candidate for governor.
worth $100,000.

An 1895 School "Item" Brings
Forth The Class Picture

Seven Area
Drivers
Suspended

Becky Smith
Is Named FHA
President

'71 World Scout Jamboree
Will Assemble In Japan

As many of you know, I have never
been shy about printing a lot of news that
other newspapers will not touch, even
ignore. Nor have I been reticent about commenting about any situations and people in
public life who somehow view their public
positions as a private domain.
Paul and I have made some enemies as
Lt, Gov, Wendell H. Ford has told Ken- obeyed."
a result of this policy, but we feel too, that
tucky's
college students he will use force to not "But let me stress equally
we have made many fripnds who admire our
only protect lives and Oublic property, but also the use of force only serves to
spunk, and applaud our efforts to tell it like
maintain order. It does not
to guarantee the constitutional right to orderly alleviate
the lack of underit is. Regrettably however, the enemies we
and peaceful dissent.
standing—it only manifests it,"
make are far more eager to retaliate in kind,
Ford, addressing a Morehead State Univer- Ford said. "Political action—
,
than our frinds are to show their s
not violent
— is the
sity
convocation
recently said public officials are way to makereaction
changes in our
least publicly.
obligated by law to preserve campuses as educa- governmental system."
tional institutions and it is unreasonable for stu- Ford blamed a lack of underAnd here is where my mixe emotions
standing as one of the primary
dents
to expect they will shirk their duties.
enter the stage. Those newspape editors
reasons why a barrier exists
"Let
me
assure
you
and
the
to
dedication
between
real
have
a
salt,
some students and
their
worth
Kentucky's other college stu- use it, I will use it in sufficient public and university officials.
people's "right to know." We have that dediamount
to
protect
life and pubdents, that, as governor, I will
"What is needed is not concation. But what bugs me, after so many
not shirk my duties," the lic property and to protect our frontation, but a willingness
constitutional
right
to
orderly
Democratic
gubernatorial
canby both groups to listen to one
years, is whether the people we serve really
and peaceful dissent."
didate said.
another and seriously consider
WANT to know many of the sordid facts of
"I personally abhor the use
The Lieutenant Governor what is being said," Ford said,
life as they are.
of force," be said, "but should said this is a nation and state adding a campus should not be
the occasion arise, 1/ I must of laws and "I will see they are "the center of a political
(Continued On Page Six)

Wendell Ford: "I'll Guarantee BOTH Protection And Dissent"
storm, but a forum for social,
philosophical, political and
scientific discussion and development."
The Lieutenant Governor
said, if elected governor, he
will go to Kentucky's campuses
to discuss with students the
problems and opportunities of
Kentucky and of the nation.
"Only in this way will we be
able to transmit to one another
the unfiltered information needed for true understanding," he
said. "Sitting in the governor's
chair in Frankfort is not the
only way, nor the only place,
to learn of the needs of Kentuckians."
In a spirited question and
answer session following the
address, the first student ques-

tioned Ford specifically how he
would handle disorder.
The Lieutenant Governor
said each situation would have
to rest "on its own bottom,"
but added, "I don't believe I
could stand by and allow the
possibility of injury or death
or destruction of property."
However, he stressed "preventive medicine" should be
attempted first, hence his desire to go to the campuses, and
the first step should a disturbance arise would be to determine the problem and to seek
a non-violent solution by listening to the grievances and talking to students.
Asked what he would do
about air and water pollution.
Ford said a state commission

should be created to bring all
agencies connected with air and
water under one roof. He said
currently citizens are not finding answers to their problems
because of the decentralized
nature of the air and water
agencies and "people are losing
confidence simply because all
of the pollution control departments are not under one heading."
Ford said strip mining control would fall under his proposed centralized commission.
Asked if he thought Gov.
Louie B. Nunn was adequately enforcing strip mine regulations, Ford replied, "All you
have to do is go out and look
. . . that will answer your
question."
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While there are many pros
and cons currently being batted
around as to whether or not to
abolish the time-honored Electoral College, rarely has the average
citizen stopped for a minute to
consider the matter.
It has remained for our own
Senator John Sherman Cooper to
take a stand on the matter for the
constituents of his own State, and
we think his remarks are worth
reprinting. We second his stand
and believe that all Kentuckians
will agree with his reasoning.
On September 17, 1970, Senator Cooper had this to say on the
floor of the Senate concerning a
proposal to ABOLISH the Electoral College:
Mr. President, I had not intended to intervene in the debate
at this time and would not do so
except that we are to vote on
cloture and a vote for or against
cloture does not indicate definitely one's position upon the substantive issue Senate Joint Resolution 1.
I would be against cloture at
this time, whether for or against
S. J. Res. 1, because I think it impossible at this late hour in the
session when many Senators are
engaged in their election campaigns, when many bills must be
passed in order to continue the
operation of the government, to
have a thorough debate upon an
issue which would change radically the federal structure of the
country so far as election of the
President and Vice President is
concerned.
I want to make it'ear, and I
have made it clear to those who
have talked to me — that I am
against Senate Joint Resolution 1.
In the brief time I have, I cannot
elaborate, but I am against it, first,
because I consider the present
Federal system has worked well
and has enabled the majority to
assert its will during the history
of this country, with the clear exception of one election, and it has
not caused the election of President to be thrown into the House
of Representatives since 1825.
With a constitutional amendment which would deny the possibility of the "faithless elector", the
system will continue to work well.
The arguments that are made
against the present system, and
for S. J. Res. 1, cannot be proved
or disproved with exactitude, but
if the socalled direct popular election of President and the Vice
President should be approved, I
think that the very defects its supporters predict for the future in
our present system — defects
which have not occurred in the
past—would be more likely to occur under a socalled direct popular
vote system which appeals chiefly
to the idea that it would be a democratic procedure.
I would believe it is more
likely with such a system that
there would be greater chances
for fraud and for defects in elections in the States which would be
Voted one of Kentucky's "Bad All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Socond-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
12041
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3179) to Post Office Sox 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per veer In Pullen,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Mon
, Counties, Tint. Eleendione
and Wielder'
throughout the United Statue $4.10 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must miTil% Salm
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers bt PAIN
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Published Fifty Thursdays of The Year of
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difficult to determine and difficult
to correct.
I think it is more likely, instead of assuring the popular election of a President by a majority
vote, that with the advent of the
splinter parties which would certainly be established in this country, and the runoff provision there
would be less likelihood for the
election of a President by popular
vote. We had one experience in
my State with a so-called runoff
system. I had a chance to observe
it, and in other States. It seems to
me that a runoff system—doubted
by practically everyone who spoke
on the subject whether for or
against the measure, would tend to
bring about coalitions of dissimilar groups united to defeat the
candidates who had received the
most votes in the first election.
Finally, as the Senator from
Colorado pointed out so well on
the 16th, I think it inevitable that
the amendment would cause candidates for the Office of President
to devote and direct their appeals,
their programs and their principles to the most populous States
of the Union. Of course, they
would have to cater to the special
interests of those States.
Today, under the Federal system a candidate must appeal with
his views and program to every
citizen of this country, and direct
his efforts alike to the urban areas
of the eastern seaboard and the
western seaboard, to the plains
and mountain States, the Southwest, the South, the border States,
of which my State is one, the great
Midwest, and to all the peoples
and interests of the country. This
is a much more democratic way
than would be fostered by S. J.
Res. 1. It is much more likely to
result in the election of a President who, in the Federal sense ,is
representative of the people and
who, in the democratic sense, has
considered the interests of the
whole Nation and not simply of
those areas which have the largest
popular vote.
I shall vote against the motion for cloture. There cannot be
a comprehensive debate at this
time. I make my position known
chiefly because I am against S. J.
Res. 1.

Hail, The Great
Suffrage Movement
It took women 70 years to get
the vote. Almost half a century to
get an Equal Rights Amendment
approved in the House. Two hundred years to receive college educations and 116 years to get into
New York's McSorley's bar.

r The Philosopher
WINTER INACTIVITY

frozen.
With all this seeming fear of
winter, it was odd that nobody
Gone is the city, gone the day,
expected the weather to have
any effect on the old family
Yet still the story and the meaning stay:
doctor, my father. Rain or
Once where a prophet in the palm shade basked
sleet or snow or cold, so what?
A traveler chanced at noon to rest his miles.
He was expected to brave
"What sort of people may they be," he asked,
them all and be at the remotest portions of his practice
"In this proud city on the plains o'erspread?"
area to dose out some medi"Well, friend, what sort of people whence you
cine, to sew up a cut made by
came?"
some reckless boy who wielded
his ax unfortunately while
"What sort?" the packman scowled: "why,
chopping wood, or bring a newknaves and fools."
comer in this cold, cold world.
"You'll find the people here the same," the wise
Sometimes we did not see
man said.
Father for several days in a
row: people who "came for the
doctor" would sometimes folAnother stranger in the dusk drew near,
low him up from place to
And pausing cried "What sort of people here
place and finally get him to
their own sick ones. FortunateIn your bright city where you towers arise?"
ly, with Mother's constant care
"Well, friend, what sort of people whence you
of forgetful Father, he would
came?"
usually be fortified with warm
overshoes, tufted or yarn
"What sort?" the pilgrim smiled,
gloves, a warm scarf around
"Good, true and wise."
his neck, and earmuffs over
here
same,"
the
"You'll find the people
his ears. If he dared to go in a
The wise man said.
buggy in winter, he could take
a lantern and put it, lighted,
under the laprobe and laugh at
Edwin Markham
cold and storms. Until he began to break down in health, in
most efficient beef production. his sixties, I think he actually
and hard articles of the early
most of his adventures
enjoyed
twentieth century.
MAN'S in the weather. He used to tell
DISCOVERING
FULTON'S
THE BISON, by Lorence F. PAM, by George E. Stuart. great stories about the Big
Bjorklund. The bison, once so This book chronicles human Snow of 1886, when he seemed
plentiful on the North Ameri- development in the Western always on the go, after breakcan continent, was hunted and Hemisphere from the Ice Age ing out the roads with his big
wanderers to builders of migh- yellow horse, the only traveler.
nearly exterminated before the
BY LUCY DANIEL
A few daring men and boys,
heroic efforts of a few conser- ty empires that astounded 16th
vationists rescued the pitiful century Spanish conquistadors. in very rough weather, would
Father: "Why is it that you tive Chief Superintendent Henry remnants of the once mighty Dazzling works of art in gold. walk a few miles to see relaare always at the bottom of Tibbett and his wife Emmy herds. Now for the first time jade, mica, and stone tell of the tives or just to be outside. But,
planned a weekend at "Foxes the full story of this magnifi- abilities of ancient artists; the as I have so often said in this
the class'"
of cent animal is placed in its beauty of ritual objects and column, walking was not too
Johnny: "It doesn't make Trot," the country estate
common; I suppose that most
any difference, daddy. They Lady Crystal Balaclava, fam- true perspective. This book re- everyday goods reveals the
patient and skill of the crafts- men and boys got all the walkteach the same things at both ous in the nineteen-thirties for veals its vital role in Ameriher sybaritic socials. But Lady can history. The bison is a
men who made them. The set- ing they wanted in the endless
ends."
Balaclava for reasons known book to treasure as well as to ting for this absorbing story following of the plow. A visitor
reaches from Alaska to the was always welcome and douSPORTS AND GAMES, by only to herself and the Ouija reread.
bly so in bad weather; he
tip of South America.
Harold Keith. The author writ- board she frequently consults,
could tell of his adventures and
BEEF CATTLE PRODUCes of the best known and most feels her life is in imminent
bring some news from
could
PUTTS AND ROBBERS, by
popular sports. He sets forth danger. Hence the Tibbetts' TION, by E. M. Juergenson.
other places.
the rules clearly and analyzes weekend visit to "Foxes' Trot" This book furnishes a compre- Dora Hamblin. In this delightWhen the telephone finally
great athletic achievements in where Henry watches, and hensive list of activities which ful book on the "archaeology
involve approved practices game" in the present-day Italy, arrived, something of the
a way that will help every spies.
with information on how they there are discussions of the bleakness of winter disappearreader improve his own game.
buried treasure of Sperlonga, ed. At any time of the day and
THE ANTIQUE COLLEC- should he done in the beef enFootball, golf, baseball, basespecially after supper there
ketball, tennis, and swimming TOR'S GUIDE TO STYLES terprise. An aproved practice the lost city of Spina, and the
was sure to be much using of
are included, as are handball AND PRICES, by Rita Reif. in beef production which has destruction and discovery of
and softball, ice hockey, track Here is lively informative been tried and tested by State Pompeii, the world's most the telephones. Since every
guide to all the major styles Agricultural Experiment Sta- famous ruin, brings alive the line was a party line, we could
and field and many others.
even
of European and American tion, U. S. D. A., and - or fascination of archaeology and soon have the news from
MANY DEADLY RETURNS, furniture, from Gothic designs successful farmers in the com- re-create for today's young remote places, six to ten miles
by Patricia Moyes. It is with of the Middle Ages to the munity and found to be a de- people the haunting memories away in the bleak winter weather. We couldn't share pop(Continued on Page POW')
serious misgivings that Detec- bamboo, wicker, golden oak, sirable practice to follow for
corn or hickorynuts, as when
company came, but we could
corny jokes, tease
Education; Dr. J. C. Scruggs of the Rotary Club; exchange
each other about the girls we
Prof. J. C. Cheek, for 20 years Supt. of the Fulton were currently "talking to,"
FROM THE FILES.—
City Schools; Mrs J. E. Fall, President of the and, for the older ones, repeat
accidental wisdom of our
PTA; and Mrs. Frank Fleming, Terry Norman, the
children or grandchildren. And
President.
it was not necessary to ride a
horse several miles to get the
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Mrs. Joe Davis entertained at bridge Tuesday doctor; just by ringing a long
and a short on our telephone
SEPTEMBER 15, 1950
in honor of her sister, Mrs. Edward Redderson of line
you could get Father or
of
for
Kyle
and
Albert
Chicago
Memphis.
Mrs.
whoever answered the phone.
Joe M. Hall, a charter member of the Young
If the doctor was away from
Men's Business Club and one of the organizahome, he could be traced by
Mrs. W.C. Porter gave a farewell party Sat- telerihone
tion's most indefatigable workers was elected
rather than riding
president of the Young Men's Business Club. urday for her nieces, little Misses Dorothy, Eliza- him down through the mud or
snow. And the others could
Other officers elected were: Robert Burrow, vice- beth and Maxine Hay of St. Louis.
meanwhile sit by their own
president, Harry Bloodworth, secretary; Bertes
fires and let the old family
doctor take the weather.
Pigue, treasurer and Joe Cochran, sergeant-atSEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
What makes this all so odd
arms. Members of the Board of Directors are:
SEPTEMBER 20, 1895
to me is that, long after I was
Stanley Jones, Loyd Bone, Raymond Stallins and
an
old man, I turned out for
(From The Hickman Courier)
Otis Bizzle.
long, long walks in the woods
and fields and thought nothing
At Mount Pleasant Christian Church near about it, sometimes
staying out
Seven Fulton boys received beautiful medals Fox Town the other evening, William Sexsmith in bitter weather from dawn to
for their rifle shooting from the war department stepped up to the organist, Mrs. Jones, and fired dusk, with no bad effects. Becars come into much use,
in recognition of their shooting ability. Don two shots at her from a pistol. Only one bullet fore
legs had to carry me to most
Wright's medal designates him a,s a "sharpshoot- struck her, but her corset stays saved her life, and of the places where I wished
er" while the other six boys are "marksman." she was only badly frightened. Sexsmith escaped. to go; it rarely was necessary
to put off going merely beThose receiving marksman medals were: Theo- No cause is known for the attempted murder.
cause of cold or snow, though
dore Mason Goodwin, Jerry Lee Johnson, WilI have avoided takiig too many
in cold rains.
chances
Jr.,
Jimmy Darius Web, Robliam Dale Howard,
The Fulton Guard published the following

THE RIGHT KIND OF PEOPLE

Abolishment Of Electoral College Would
Minimize Importance Of Small States

Musings From

In thinking back over my
childhood days at Fidelity, I
often am puzzled by how shutdown and inoperative much of
my life and that of my neighbors was in winter. Schools
were over by mid-December,
Sunday Schools had already
frozen out, and visiting had
thinned down to a mere dribble. Often we did not see our
circuit rider at Sulphur Springs
from November to March,
since he did not live in our
area and had to negotiate what
passed for roads in our world.
Sometimes the daring young
people would have a party.
weather or no weather, but
some stern parents would not
allow their daughters to face
near-zero temperatures to drive
with their beaus for six to ten
miles, "just to have a good
time." But I have known boys
to ride their horses and mules
to far-away places, like out in
the Flatwoods or over on Dog
Creek or Up the Creek, that is,
'3eechy Fork, and get away
along in the coldest part of the
night, seemingly not too badly

librairry Colman-

Turning Back The Clock

It has taken man countless ert Sam Copeland, and Thomas Hugh Sublette.
centuries to learn to read, and
Welcome additions to the teaching staffs of
write, and develop civilization to
the sophisticated point it is today. Tilghman High School in Paducah and the UniIt took him some 15,000 years to versity of Wisconsin in Madison will be acknoweven learn that he could ride a ledged when two Fulton residents assume their
horse and move faster than the 12 duties this Fall. Miss Charlene Sanford, daughter
miles an hour he could run when of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sanford has accepted a poschased by wild animals. It took ition as vocal instructor at Tilghman, while Lloyd
man 29,947 years to develop an Grymes, son of Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, has acairplane that would carry him 120 cepted a graduate teaching assistant teachership
miles an hour. It took him 29,975 at the Wisconsin University. Grymes will also
years to develop a jet that could work on his Masters Degree in biology.
fly at 1200 miles an hour.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
So what's all this absurd
SEPTEMBER 11, 1925
clamor for female "equality" all
about. On the record, their proOpening exercises for the fall term of the
gress semes to be right rapid.
Fulton City Schools were held at Carr's Park

rather doubtful story. We say doubtful, because
we don't believe that we have any girls who on
marriage bent would be so easily duped: Quite a
laughable story is being told in our neighboring
town, Hickman, it is as follows: a certain young
lady of a wealthy family was engaged to be married in a short time to a young gentlemen whom
her grand mother did not think was her equal. So
after some time of worry, saying nothing to any
of her family about her intentions she proposed a
trip down the river, and her granddaughter, not
suspecting anything, agreed to accompany her.
When they reached New Madrid, they stopped
off for a few days. The grandmother wanted to go
see the convent, and after being there some time,
and asking quite a number of questions about the
school, tution, and so on, she told them her granddaughter had come to learn music, typewriting,
and anything else she desired to learn, and that
P. S. There is no question that auditorium this week. Following invocation by she would foot all the bills. Before the young
they would make ideal mess per- Rev. C. H. Warren and an address by Vest C. lady had recovered from her surprise, the old
sonnel and company clerks in the Myers, Superintendent of Education, brief re- lady had left.
armed forces, and with complete marks were made by Harvey J. Alexander, high
Two hundred more hands are wanted on the
equality, we shouldn't think they school principal; Rev. T. F. Moore, of the Flag
and the Daily Leader; J. E. Fall, of the Board of government works at Hickman at 15c an hour.
should be draft exempt.
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Letters To Editor
WARREN & WARREN
Attorneys At Law
September 16, 1970
Dear Mr. Westpheling:
On behalf of the Fulton Rotary Club I would like to use
this means of expressing our
sincere appreciation to all those
persons who contributed their
time and effort toward making
this year's Princess Pageant
one of the best yet and one of
the outstanding events of the
Eighth International Banana
Festival.
Many persons, who are not
Rotarians, voluntarily contributed their services and at
the risk of overlooking someone, we would like to recognize the following individuals:
Linda Arrington, coordinator;
Joyce Summey, Director; Carl
Arrington, stage; Bill Bennett,
sound; David Forrest and Ned
Waldrop, spot light; Susan
(Continued on Page Plve)
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Curlin - Durham Nuptials
Solemnized At Crutchfield
Miss Martha Lou Curtin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall A. Curtin of Dukedom,
Tennessee ,and James Walter
Durham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Durham of Crutchfield,
Kentucky, were united in marriage in a lovely formal ceremony at the Crutchfield Baptist Church.
The Reverend Ronald Cruse
performed the double ring
ceremony, and Sherry Tuck of
Water Valley was the organist
for the occasion. Her selections
were "He" and the traditional
wedding maiches.
The wedding vows were exchanged before the altar which
was decorated with baskets of
gladioli and greenery.
The bride was given in marriage by her father, and her
lovely floor length A-line gown
of white bridal satin was made
by Mrs. Daisy Williams of
Wingo.
Miss Curlin's waist length
veil of illusion fell from a
crown of white lace flowers
trimmed with sequins. She carried a hand bouquet centered
with a single white orchid and
encircled with white stephanotis, green velvet leaves and
satin streamers.
Miss Jean Curtin, cousin of

Mrs. Robert Thurman Feted
At Stork Shower On Tuesday

the bride, served as maid of
honor. She wore a pastel blue
empire style, floor length gown
while her headpiece was a blue
velvet bow, caught with illusion veiling. She carried a
bouquet of pink carnations and
pink satin streamers.
Miss Sandra Curtin, cousin of
the bride, and Miss Ann Durham, sister of the groom, served as bridesmaids. They wore
•
floor length gowns of pastel
pink in an empire style. They
carried bouquets of blue carMrs. David Bloodworth (left) and Mrs. Mike Butts (right) who Happy smiles of future grandmothers are evident as Mrs. C. G.
nations with blue streamers.
George B. Durham, brother were hostesses at a shower on Tuesday night, admire many of Thurman (left) and Mrs. Sam Jones (right) take a good look at
of the groom, served as best the gifts received by the honoree Mrs. Robert Thurman.
the stork who will be Visiting Mrs. Robert Thurman (center.)
man, with Terry Fuller and E.
C. Jackson serving as ushers.
Mrs. Curtin, mother of the
bride, wore a blue suit of double knit with white accessories.
Mrs. Durham, mother of the
groom, wore a blue double knit
dress with white accessories.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

NEW
APPLANNING
Both wore corsages of white
PROACHES TO SAFER STORcarnations.
AGE - Perhaps the simpliest
The newly wed couple left approach to safe storage is to
for a short wedding trip, after rearrange all wall cabinets so
which Mr. Durham will resume that only harmless items such
his duites with the U. S. Army as pots and pans occupy the
in An Khe Vietnam, and Mrs. lower shelves, under counter or
Durham will continue to live under-sink areas, while upper
with her parents until his re- cabinets or top-most shelves
turn.
are reserved for household
cleaning agents. While it may
not be practical to put a lock
on these cabinets, it is possible to install simple automatic
latching or hidden door-catching devices, to convert them
into "child-proof, safe-storage
areas." Your local hardware
man very likely can advise you
ing responsible for some 30 in this respect.
students.
—Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Among the students selected Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
to serve as corridor advisors Phone — 753-1452
are three students from the
Purchase Area of the Commonwealth.
What is the correct length of
The students by county are: curtains or draperies? The anWanda
Faye
HICKMAN:
swer to this often asked quesSamples, Route 2, Clinton, an tion is: to the window sill, the
advisor in Blanding IV.
lower edge of the -apron, or to
McCRACKEN: Steve Miles, the floor minus one inch.
1001 Ellis Street, an advisor in —Mildred W. Potts, La Center,
Kirwan Tower, and Linda Ra- Kentucky 42056
Phone 665mer, 2568 Clay Street, an ad- 5671
visor in Keeneland Hall, both
of Paducah.
"Corridor advisors are responCreativity is a wonderful
sible for providing information thing for your child to discovand counsel to students, stimu- er. "Daddy, look what I have
lating intellectual, social and made," are happy words to
cultural programs, facilitating hear from a little girl. Help
efficient operation of the hall, your little girl to start on her
providing an environment con- road to creative sewing at a
ducive to study, and helping young age. Organize a 4-H club
students adjust to University sewing club with one or two of
life," Miss Pond, director of her friends. Serving as a leadresidence halls programming, er can be fun for you and the
said.
girls.

UK "Advisors" Include
Hickman's Wanda Samples
Living in a residence hall on
the University of Kentucky'
Lexington campus could be a
lonely experience if it weren't
for the 123 UK students who
work as corridor advisors—
each living, working, and be-

New Course
Is Added
At Murray
A new course in environmental studies has been added
to the curriculum at Murray
State University.
The course, Environmental
Studies 201 and entitled "Man
and His Environment," is a
elective
three-semester-hour
course and will be taught by
Dr. M. D. Hassel and Dr. C. D.
Wilder, both members of the
science faculty at Murray
State.
"This course is an interdisciplinary course designed to
acquaint students with the
biological position of man, with
the unique nature of his impact
on the environment, with the
sociological
biological and
problems which man faces and
with reasonable alternatives to
practices which create problems."

ON DISPLAY

Kay Blackburn and Stephen
Walker have been named "Best
All Around" in the South FulTHE FAMILY'S FOOD DOL- ton Senior's "Who's Who" conLAR — Food is the largest re- test for their annual.
curring item of expense that
Kay Blackburn Is the daumust be planned for in family
Blackburn
expenses. Food
takes one- ghter of Mrs. Jesse
she is secfourth or more of the family of South Fulton, and
senior class,
income. Food is a basic neces- retary of the
Spanish Club
sity. The proportion of income president of the
member of the English
for food has stayed up not be- and a
Pep Clubs. She has been
cause families have been eat- and
member of the FHA for the
ing more food, but because a
years, and is a mempast
four
they have updated their diets
Student Council,
Ind have been buying more ber of the
Flash and the Annual
services with their food dollar. Scarlet
Staff. She is active in music
Sanitation and cleaniness of and has studied piano for the
food are now taken for grant- past eight years, receiving
ed. The convenience has be- superior ratings at the various
come an important factor in musical festivals. She was the
our food which adds to the delegate to the state convention
cost. Enjoyment has become in Nashville last year repreimportant. We buy food not senting the Future Homemakonly to live but to enjoy. Many ers of America.
factors enter into our cost of
Stephen Walker, son of Mr.
food today that did not exist
and Mrs. 0. C. Walker of
twenty-five years ago.
—Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, Route one, South Fulton. has
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: served as president of his class
for the past two years. He is a
247-2334
member of the Beta Club,
Honor Society, English Club,
Pep Club and the 1971 annual
Here is a guideline for sav- staff and Student Council. He
ings: Buy only what you plan- is presently employed at the
ned to buy when you go to the Fulton Daily Leader. He is
store. If you spot something president of the UMYF at the
you want desperately, go home
and think about it for a few
days. The urge to splurge may
pass. Since men are greater
impulse buyers than women,
don't send your husband out for
the groceries.
42031 Phone - 653-2231.

To save time - To save money - To have more clothes To have fashion fun—Choose
easy-to-make patterns and good
quality fabric for your home
sewing projects.
— Catherine C. Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
236-2351
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SPANISH CLUB
Kay Blackburn, a student at
South Fulton High School, has
been elected the new president
of Amigos de Amigos, South
Fulton High's Spanish Club.
Other officers elected were:
Vice-president, Mary Jane Cannon; Secretary, Joy Jones;
Treasurer, David Newton; Reporter, Delores Garmon; Sergeant-at-arms, Jim Huffine,

CHEERS FOR MURRAY—Thsee thirteen shulants will bo loading tho cheers for Rio football
(front
and basketball teems at Murray State /University this year. They are, left to right,
Trenton,
N.
J.;
Steve
George
Dews,
senior
from
sophomore;
Hickman
Janes,
Jo
Mary
row):
sophomore; Larry Sentabarbara, junior from
L.Providence junior; Remy Hiipp, Lebanon
Schenectady, N. Y.; Chuck Guerra, Washington, D. C. sophomore; and Jane Hills, Louisville
rainier. Second row (between legs): Kathy Sells, Lewisville senior; and "Clyde" Hargis, Bucyrus, Ohio, junior. Top row: Chris Moser, Loulsvillo sophomore; Gale Noah, Paducah sophoParrish, Louisville sophomore. Not pictured
more; Mimi Looter, Cadiz sophomore; and Donna
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
ore Floyd Rogers and Gem BendureM.

NEW OFFICERS
The newly elected officers of
the Fulton Country Club Ladies
Day are as follows: Mrs.
Charles Wade Andrews, general chairman; Mrs. Rupert
Hornsby, co-chairman; Mrs.
James Cullum, treasurer; Mrs.
James Green, Golf chairman
and Mrs. Phillip Andrews, cochairman,

The others selected were:
Most Beautiful and Most
Handsome — Nancy Bagwell
and Mike McKinney.
Most Masculine and Most
Feminine — Pat Hendrix and
Kathy Rhodes.
Most Courteous — Johnny
Irvan and Judy Powell.
Most Talented — Jeff Sensing
and Beatrice Sisson.
Friendliest — Beulah Williams and Rodney Cummings.

Mrs. Sue Workman and Mrs.
Joan McAlister, teachers for
the Junior Classes of the
Crutchfield United Methodist
Church. asked for a Conservation Tour.
This group, realizing the
closeness of man and God's
creation of the earth, called on
the local Soil Conservation Service employee, Scott DeMyer,
to lead them on a tour to show
ways and means to prevent the
destruction of our God given
heritage.
The group made several
stops showing the need for,
and later the methods of preventing these different types of
erosion problems.
Their tour then ended with a
picnic at the City Park in Fulton.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
September 26: Bobbie Huffine. Stan Hurt, Frances Workman: September 27: Harry H.
Murphy, Johnny Holland, Mike
Hailey, Morris Gale Mendenhal;
September 28: W. S. Mantle,
P. D. Blaylock, Mrs. Hugh
Fly: September 29: Donna
Sisk; September 30: Sandra
Lee Holt, Don Reed; October 1:
T. J. Easterisood, Carolyn
Beth
Fly Woolley, Connie
Graves. Leon H u t,c hens,
Thomas Pickle, -Nelson Tripp.
October 2: Chuck Beard, Mr.
Michael Easterwood, Mrs. Sue
Hurt, Barbara Ann Nabors.
GOOD LUCK!
Joe Sellars, a resident of
Water Valley, w'll bi the representative for the Southern
States Coperative members in
the Fulton Area at the coperative's district election meeting
to be held October 1 at the
Holiday Inn in Bowling Green.

Flirtiest — Ronnie McDaniels
and Donna Rushing.
Most Dependable — Mike
Hailey and Penny Winston.
Best Dressed — Jerry Oliver
and Debbie Harris.
Best Sport — Mark Capra
and Kathy Proctor.
Most Athletic — Gary Jetton
and Julie Bard.
Most Ambitious — Larry
Pruett and Edie Maynard.
Best Personality — Tommy
Bynum and Kay King.
Most Studious — Ricky
Brown and Denise Coleman.

Wittiest — Jim Huffine
Marilee Dixon.

and

Most Likely to Succeed —
David Puckett and Jackie Hollie.
Loudest and Quietest — Donald Jackson and Bill Reese.

KAY BLACKBURN

NEW MEMBERS
Murray State University has
a total of 64 new faculty members-60 for full-time duty and
four who will do part-time
work—for the 1970-71 school
year.

ALL AGES ATTENDING the Mid-South Fair in Memphis (Sept.
25-Oct. 3) will delight in the Mitchell Marionettes which will be
a daily free attraction for the entire nine days of the Fair. The
Marionettes have been a feature of Disneyland in Anaheim,
Calif., and will be sponsored by Bemis Atkins Pronto Pup.

4010.1 _eancieu
— Your Problems Bring Answers —

—Patricia Everett, Benton,
Ky. 42050 Phone: 527-6601
Did you know that — 200
million Americans consume 150
million tons of food annually—
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.,
Clinton, Ky. Phone: 653-2231

First Methodist Church, and is
also a member of the DECA
group at the High School which
is why he is a part-time employee. He was sent to Chattanooga last year as a DECA
delegate to the convention.

freshments consisted of white
cake with pink icing and white
cake with blue icing, mixed
nuts and pink and blue dinner
mints. Punch was also served.
While the guests were enjoying their refreshments, Mrs.
Thurman opened her many
lovely gifts. She received a
wide assortment of baby gifts.
There were thirty-seven guests
invited to the shower.

Most Sophisticated — Tommy Greer and Deborah Hodges. -

Frozen meat which is not to
be cooked from the frozen state
should be trimmed in its original freezer wrapping. Thaw
in a refrigerator, or in the low
temperature oven set at 155
degrees F.

'o Editor

, who are not
untarily conervices and at
rlooking somelike to recogag individuals:
coordinator;
Director; Carl
; Bill Bennett,
arrest and Ned
light; Susan
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Kay Blackburn,Stephen Walker Conservation Tour
Named To Annual's'Who's Who' Ends With Picnic

Look for food sales in your
neighborhood. With a freezer
you can buy enough of each
sales item for several meals.
—Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
—Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- St., Murray, Ky. 42041 Phone:
753-1452
man, Ky. Phone 236-2351

The Banana Festival Headquarters have Neil de Teresa's
In the past the U. S. A. has
batiks and water colors on dis- supplied 90 percent of the food
play, and if you are interested
aid received by undeveloped
you may call Mrs. Hendon
Wright, 472-1996, or the Festi- nations. — Maxine Griffin, Fedval Headquarters, 472-2975.
eral Building, Clinton, Ky.

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul- Westpheling was the se-ling for a Pink and Blue shower given in honor of Mrs. Robert Thurman Tuesday evening.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. David Bloodworth
and Mrs. Mike Butts.
After me guests arrived at
7:00 p. m. several games were
played. Mrs. C. D. Jones and
Mrs. David Webb were the
prize winners. Then refreshments were served in the dining room. The table was beautifully decorated with a center
piece of pink gladiolas with a
large white stork as the focal
point of the arrangement. Re-

Dear Ann Landers: I am a
widow, age 70 years, and I live
in Orlando, Florida. I had
never heard the word homosexual until two or three years
ago. Now that's all I hear. The
movies are full of it. No matter what paper or magazine a
person picks up it's homosexual this and homosexual that.
Homosexuals haVe their own
church out in California and
their own clubs all over the
world. I read that they had a
big parade in New York City.
They want the laws changed
so they can marry each other
and adopt children.
Is homosexuality a new trend
or what? I want to educate
myself but where do I start? I
have four children, six grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren—but I can't go
to them.
Last week I went to the public library and asked the librarian for a book on homosexuality and she nearly fainted. When I saw how flustered
she became I said, "Skip it,"
and 1 walked out. Now I'm too
ashamed to go back there.
Please tell me what to read,

Ann, I want to educate myself.—Dumb Dora
Dear Dora: Go to another
library where the librarians
don't faint so easily. Ask for a
copy of "Sex and Gender" by
Dr. Robert Stoller, Professor
of Psychiatry at U. C. L. A.
and get yourself educated.

applesauce and MY dessert.
If you know of a solution to
this problem I'd like to have it.
My husband and I are sick to
death of being used in this
shameless manner.—The Odd
Couple
Dear Couple: The only solution is a closed door, drawn
shades and total deafness to
Dear Ann Landers: Please the sound of the doorbell.
say a word about friends who
Dear Ann Landers: Last year
drop in just as you are sitting
down to eat. They were "pass- my wife and I were divorced.
ing by" and thought dinner I could have taken our three
promised
would be over. Then they go in- children but she
to the old song and dance, "I she'd behave if I let her have
don't eat liver but I'll sample them. It made sense that chilthe vegetables and salad." Or, dren belong with their mother.
"Gee, that stew looks good. I I live in a small place and I
always say a home-cooked stew would have had to buy a large
is better than a sirloin in the home and hire a housekeeper
most expensive restaurant." which I can't afford.
(Of course it is. It's free.) AnMy wife has a trampy girl
other line: "I'm not going to friend who leeches off her. Toeat until later but I can't re- gether they make the bars
sist those rolls and maybe a around town and Lord knows
small bowl of that yummy what else they do. Last Friday
looking soup."
my oldest -boy, age 8, called
I'd hate to tell you how many me at 7:30 to say his mother
times a person who "wasn't had not come home from work
going to eat till later" put and there was DO supper. He
away three pork chope, my had given the four-year-old lefthusband's second helping of over soup and put her to bed.

I went over and brought some
hamburgers, milk, cold slaw
and ice cream.
At 2:00 a. m. my wife and
her girl friend rolled in. They
were higher than a couple of
kites and looked like something the cat had dragged in.
My wife was mad because I
was there. She insisted the kids
could have managed without
me.
Now I'm concerned that my
children aren't being taken care
of properly. What can I do?—
Boca Raton
Dear B. R.: You can see a
lawyer. An unfit mother should
not have custody of her children. A woman who would
leave three kids under 8 years
of age alone until 2:00 a. m,
doesn't sound very fit to me.
Too many couples go from
matrimony to acrimony. Don't
let your marriage flop before it
gets started. Send for Ann
Landers' booklet, "Marriage—
What To Expect." Send your
request to Ann Landers in care
of your newspaper enclosing
SOc in coin and a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope.

days will be speedy.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Cantrell, a stalwart lad, the
past week in the Hillview Hospital. He is their first-born and
answers to the name of Jeffrey
Scott. They are now at home
and doing nicely.
Harris Austin hasn't been so
well the past week and under
medication from Dr. Wilson of
Dresden. All friends are hoping he will improve shortly
and able to be up again very
soon.
Richard Allen Lassiter had
surgery, tonsils and adenoids,
the past Wednesday at the Volunteer Hospital in Martin. He
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By Mrs. Carey Friel&

Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
also at the evening service.
Sunday School was held at 10
a. m. and the attendance up,
Otto Commodore Burton died compared to the past Sundays.
Funeral services for William
George Webb were held Sun- Saturday, September 19, in the
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson
day. September 20, in Horn- Fulton Hospital, having been
home Saturday from
beak Funeral Home chapel, admitted Saturday morning fol- returned
Hospital at
with Rev. Charles Jobe offici- lowing a heart attack at his the Weakley County
Martin, where each has been
ating. Burial was in Obion home, Route 1, Wingo.
Funeral services were held hospitalized for several weeks.
County Memorial Gardens.
their convalescent
Mr. Webb died Friday morn- Tuesday morning, September We hope
September 18, in the Ful- 22, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
ton Hospital, following a long chapel, with Bro. Alonzo Williams officiating. Burial was in
Born in Petrolia, Ontario, Woodlawn Memorial Gardens
Can,ula. he was 69 years of near Paducah.
Mr. Burton, 77, was born in
x2A, and was the son of the late
Alf and Emma Jane Blake Hickman County, the son of
the late James Wade and Rosa
Webb.
He served with the U. S. Ma- Montgomery Burton.
He was a graduate of Fulton
rine Corps during World War
L was a member of the South High School, a member of the
Fulton Baptist Church and of Wingo Church of Christ and of
the Northshore Masonic Lodge the VFW and American LeNo. 937 in Chicago. He was a gion. He was presently serving
retired printer and worked in as Commander of World War
Chicago. He was employed at I Post Twin Cities Barracks
the Fulton County News for a No. 2352. He was a retired tool
short time after moving to and die maker and dairy fume!.
South Fulton.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
of
Evadna Hindman Burton of
Webb
Dowdy
Katherine
South Fulton; four step-chil- Route 1, Wingo; one daughter,
dren, James Boyd Dowdy of Mrs. Mary Ramona Phillips of
Columbus, Donald Ray Dowdy Rochester, N. Y.; two sons,
of Chicago, Joan Malone of Leslie D. Burton of Louisville,
Indianapolis, and Mrs. Kay and James K. Burton of DenMcNeely of Fulton; four step- ver, Colo.; three brothers,
grandchildren: two brothers, James C. Burton of Los AnRoss Webb of Waterloo, On- geles, Laburn Burton of Water
tario. Canada and Blake Webb Valley, and John Herbert Burton of Atlanta, and four grandof Royal Oak, Mich.
children.

DEATHS

William G. Webb

0. C. Burton

is recovering nicely and spending a few days with his grandparents, Mr. end Mrs. Buton
Lassiter, near nere.
Bobby Rickman, who is serving in the National Guard, will
finish his duty in three weeks
and will resume his work In
Huntsville, Ala., at which time
Mrs. Rickman, of Erwin,
Tenn., will join him there to
reside. They plan to visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rickman, and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True,
shortly after setting up housekeeping in Huntsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Ray

Jones, of Akron, Ohio, arrived
on vacation Friday .and were
houseguests of Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter here and Mr.
and Mrs. James Jones in Kentucky. They also visited grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mathis, in Dresden. They are
having a nice visit with all
their relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo
and children, Chad and Kim,
of Hickman, spent the weekend
with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Frields, In Tullahoma, Tenn. Jimmy is on a
week's vacation from the Carborundum Company in Hickman. They returned home Sun-

day.
Mrs. Sedie McGuire spent
Friday in Mayfield, houseguest
of children, Rev. and Mrs.
Carey Puckett.
Rev. Howard Miller has resigned his pastorate at Old
Bethel Missionary B a pt is
Church, where he has served
full time for the past few years.
Different ministers are filling
the pulpit until a pastor is
called to serve.

THE CROWDS
Thousands of Kentuckians
saw the Apoollo 11 space capsule, which was on display
four days at the State Capitol
. . . The State Fair set a new
paid attendance record: 533,572.

HAWAII CLAIMS

Hawaii, not Florida, claims
the southernmost point of land
in the United States—Ka Lae,
or South Cape, on the Island of
—4-H helps young people im- Hawaii, reports the National
prove home and family liv- Geographic Society's new book
ing.
Hawaii.
;
4-H HELPS

It was but a
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• GOOD SPRINGE
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

Residence For
Voters Sought
To Be Relieved

Greenfield Monument Works

Bowl
Deer

"11•1111

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Augusta Reed received
word on Monday of the death
of her sister, Mrs. Odell Cantrell of El Paso. Texas, following a lengthy illness. The body
was returned here for burial
on Friday.
Residence requirements for
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Cantrell
are the parents of a son, Jef- voting in Kentucky to encourfrey Scott, born Monday in age greater participation would
be reduced by adoption of a
Hillview Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brown left constittuional amendment proWednesday for Akron to visit posed in a bill submitted for
her sisters, Mrs. Maggie Win- legislative approval by Goverstead. Mrs. Gladys Strader and nor Nunn.
If approved and adopted, the
Mrs. Hazel Carr, and their
amendment would cut the refamilies.
Mrs. Florence Ray is spend- quired periods from one year to
ing a few days with her dau- six months in the state and
ghter. Mrs. Lopez Nelson, who from six months to three
months in a county. The reis now living in Fulton.
Almon Blaylock and Grace quirement of 60 days residence
a precinct would remain the
in
Emerson, children of Charlie
Blaylock, and their families same.
Another provision would enwent to his home Sunday to
help him celebrate his 84th able a new resident of Kenbirthday. We send wishes for tucky to vote for president and
many more happy birthdays vice president but not any
other office, although he had
for Mr. Charlie.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bell not lived in the state six
bought a home in Memphis last months prior to a presidential
week and moved this Monday. election. He would do this by
They are located near their applying for a new resident's
ballot at least 30 days before
daughter at 4622 Durbin.
Christy and Tina Wilds, dau- the election.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Wilds, both won prizes on their
4-11 Club calves at the fair at „LIBRARY CORNER—
Dresden, last week. Dukedom (Continued From Page Two)
Homemakers received three of the past.
blue, one red and one white
ribbon on entries. These were
THE HOT ROCK, by Donald
on the work of Evie Cashon and E. Westlake. John Archibald
Elizabeth Darnell.
Dortmunder is the archetypal
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson criminal manque. Brought up
came home Saturday from in an orphanage in the MidWeakley County Hospital. Mr. west, he is 37 years old, served
Johnson is still quite unwell. in the "police action" in KoRichard Berlage had to re- rea, was arrested twice for
turn to the Fulton Hospital robbery following his release
again yesterday.
from the service, and was
Tommie Austin, who was briefly married to a nightclub
formerly a resident of this entertainer named Honeybun
community, but now of May- Bazoom from whom he was
field, is critically ill in the granted an uncontested divorce.
Mayfield Hospital, with little What follows in this delightful
hope of recovery.
book is an unparalleled mixture
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bruce of langhter and thrills.
brought their new daughter,
Judith Ann, to church Sunday
COWLES COMPLETE ENfor dedication. It was a very CYCLOPEDIA OF U. S.
holy and touching service.
COINS, by Mort Reed. This
work
reference
superb
thoroughly describes every
THE LAW
coin ever minted by the United
The State police crime lab- States since coinage was first
oratory included a narcotics- authorized in 1792. It depicts
analysis device in its order for the obverse and reverse of
new equipment .. . Some every coin, the major condijudges still are "a major tions of wear, and other spestumbling block" to the con- cific details such as devices,
viction of drunken drivers, Gov- inscriptions, mottoes, a n d
ernor Nunn told an American minting marks. An absorbing
Automobile Assn. dinner at book for every coin hobbyist
and profbssional.
Bowling Green.

P-5 Fulton

Sincerely

Hal War
Fulton A

Complete I
Planned Pr

(Picture Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

JACKSONVILLE FREE WILL BAPTIST CHURCH

See us for Your insure
The Jacksonville Free Will Baptist Church was organized back
in the 1800's and the congregation has worshipped in the same
building since its organization; however, the building has been remodeled and has been turned, so that it would not be facing the
REV. J. T. TATE
Minister

RICE Al

Schedule of Services

Fulton 4!

Sunday:

railroad.

Sunday School .

The Board of Deacons consists of Bros. Henry Rhodes, Leeman
Waire, Charles Dixon and Synie Byrd. The oldest living member is
Hulda Barnett.

Morning Worship
The League .......

Rev. R. J. Tate is the present pastor.

9-45 a. in.
. 11:00 a. in.
.....

........... 6:00 p. in.

Ii
COVE

Yes your r
turn of 8 1
principal ax
STATES 0

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulion Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9044

Hickman

South Fulton

Union aily

305 Men Sired

472-1342

For compb
below.

EDWI

Membi
Hickman - Fulion R.E. C.C.

The Citizen's Bank

Fulton

Compliments of

"Live Better Electrically"

Make our bank your bank

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

Fulton Bank

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

1

THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 41 Years —

SEND

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
•
• Open Sunday Afternoons

•

Hornbeak Funeral Home

GreenAeki
Phone

W, D. Powers

ns-nin

Fulton
Phone 472-111S3

342 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

J. B. MANES SONS
Oreamdleild, Tana.

472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry L Siegel Company,Inc.

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

At the Stom—er at your door

Fulton and South Fulton

MC49412

Fulton, Ky.

4724211

• geed places. work

Clinton, Ky.

Name
Address

453-2771

City
State

YDS
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(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South

Fuiton.,

Wildlife Resources, sportsmen's
clubs and citizens of various
counties, it was to be expected
that Kentuckians would take
up the bow and arrow in quest
of the elusive whitetail.
Last year, during the twomonth-long season, bow and
arrow hunters — numbering
8290 (men and women)—participated in the hunt and bagged 460 deer.
EDITOR
TO
LETTERS
This year the season again is
(Continued from Page Two)
of two months duration, being
Cardwell and Nancy Fossett, open for the entire months of
McDade, October and December. And
decoration; Abby
Sharon Johnson, Joan Warren, every county in the commondressing room; S. P. Moore & wealth is legal hunting country,
Co., Highland Lumber Com- too. The hunter will need a
Weaks' Department valid Kentucky hunting lipany,
Store, Ben Franklin and Lead- cense and a deer tag.
He may hunt from daylight
er Store, stage and dressing
room supplies and decoration: until dark and if he gets his
Paul Phelps, float driver; Bob- deer, here's what he immediately must do: Attach to the
by Bay, seating.
deer the locking tag provided
Also the Fulton High School with the deer permit. This tag
Administration is to be com- must remain attached to the
mended for their cooperation as deer until the carcass is prowell as all those who housed cessed and packaged by locker
and escorted contestants.
plant, butcher or hunter. The
The Friday luncheon for the card portion of the permit
a
must be separated from the
judges and contestants was
great success due to the efforts metal tag when tagging the
of the Rotary-Anns, all of deer and retained in possession
whom performed beautifully, of the licensee as proof of
and the cooperation of the Ful- ownership should the metal tag
ton Housing Authority who be lost.
Each person who hunts deer
made the Community Center
with bow and arrow must have
available.
My personal gratitude is also in his possession this tag, exextended to a group of hard cept the resident owner of the
working Rotarians who con- land, his wife, or dependent
tributed their usual fine ef- children, or tenants and their
forts. Committee chairmen dependent children, residing
were: Bob Bay, tickets and and hunting upon said farmHuddleston. land.
Arch
seating;
Other regulations include:
electrical; Harry Reams, Bill
Fossett, David Phelps, Bill The archery hunter may not
Freise, stage and ramp: L. M. carry firearms of any kind durMcBride and Gary Williamson, ing the archery season.
After killing a deer, each
housing; J. D. Hales and Harhunter must leave the hunting
old Henderson, judges.
and cannot assist others
area
Our thanks also goes out to
Dub Burnette and the Banana in taking a deer.
Deer may be taken during
Board who provided us with a
budget large enough to pro- daylight hours by longbow,
with barbless arrows with
duce a pageant that the compoints at least seven-eighth of
munity could be proud of.
an inch wide.
The publicity that your newspaper gave this affair is an
item that contributed to the
good crowd which was in at-

Date High Low

Sincerely yours,
Hal Warren, President
Fulton Rotary Club

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

C1344,,41•40 WOO,4,4•1
' 5

A 0*
DVS

(Photo Story by
Lois Campbell
& Steve Mitchell)

GETTING READY— Workcrews rom the Department ofFinance's
Service Division set up the exhibit.

osi owl rf

_Grant Helps
State Police
Crime Lab

The State Police crime laboratory will buy new equipment, including
narcoticsanalysis devices, with a $119,900 Rut received from federal
law-ercerhent
assistance
funds.
An additional grant of $29,940
will be used to train troopers
in uniform crime reporting and
expand the State Police Criminal Statistics Bureau.

See 1113 for - -.
Your insurance Needs

'
8
4

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT INSURED

EDWARD D. JONES & CO.

Farmers Home Administration is a supplemental credit
agency. They provide supervised loans to individuals and
groups who are unable to obtain commercial credit at reasonable rates and terms. Thus,
not competing with the private
sector of the economy, they are
able to assist many people who
would not otherwise be able
to own farms, houses, or operate farms and businesses. In
addition, many communities
are now operating water and
sewer systems made possible
by loans made through this
agency. The agency uses 23
types of loans to aid people on
farms and in towns of less than
5,500 population. Some 7 other
services are also provided.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

STANDING IN LINE— Thousands of children and adults line the streets along Capitol Avenue
form look at the historic ship which carried men to the moon for the first time.

VALUE RISEN
Farm real estate value has
• LATHAM
risen 65 percent since 1958 for
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
roughly the same acres.
Farmers' real estate taxes
Irvine Legens is a patient in
rose 54 percent in the same peFulton 472-1341
the Veterans Hospital at Memriod.
phis, following an accident
while cutting timber. He Is reported as a very sick man.
Mrs. Ann Dortch went to
Memphis last Tuesday for her
annual check-up.
Mr. and Mrs. Edsel Bowlin
and Mrs. Minnie Dortch visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Dortch
last Sunday.
Mrs. Lorene Parker, of Latham, spent last Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Parker in Fulton.
Baron Dixon is improving
rapidly and was able to attend
Church Sunday at Bible Union
Yes your money can now earn a current re- Church
of Christ.
Aunt Jeanie Turner was
turn of 8 1/4% on BONDS that have their
from the Fulton
principal and interest insured by the UNITED transferred
Hospital last Tuesday to the
and Mrs. Hue)
Mr.
of
AMERICA.
home
STATES OF
Wright, in a Jackson Funeral
For complete details phone or mail coupon Home ambulance.
Little Sabrina Cummings
below.
celebrated her third birthday
at her home in Lexington, Ky.,
by having several of her little
'
friends for a party.
Mac Hall and a frie , from
Ohio, are spending a fey, days
Member New York Stock Exchange
with Mrs. Mac Hall an parWashington
West
115
rold
ents, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.
Union City, Tenn.38261
Ike Legens remains a patient
in the Weakley County HosPHONE 885-0370
pital, not itnproving too rapidly.
Chess Morrison isn't as well
SEND 81/4%INFORMATION TO:
this week. His recent visitors
were: Mr. and Mrs. Doug BunName
tin from Hot Springs, Mr. and
Mrs. Orven Morrison, the
Woodruff sisters, Mrs. Viola
Address
Edwards, Mrs. Bloom a
Thomas Edwards, Mrs. Nola
City
Hammond and Mrs. Pauline
Abernathy from Mayfield, Mrs.
Zip
State
Madge Cummings and Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.

RICE AGENCY

Farmers Home Administration, an agency of the United
States Department of Agriculture, added approximately
15,000 Kentucky families in
fiscal year 1970 to the ever
increasing number of rural
people receiving their services.
This was done through $53,386,900 of loans and grants made
through their 56 county offices
serving Kentucky. Mt..,John
Burris, State Director, stated
that an additional $7,900,200
was obligated in which loans
have not been closed. This will
aid 5,961 families.

FIVE YEARS AGO
SEPTEMBER 1965
1.4
57
78
51
0
85
64
0
86
68
0
80
65
.5
96
65
0
92
64
0
93
97
65
0
66
96
0
67
87
.2
68
78
3.2
64
70
trace
62
86
0
The mass exodus of rural
84
68
4 people to urban centers in re85
69
2 cent years has created many
92
68
0 problems. FHA personnel feel
72
90
0 personally that each person
69
97
0 they can assist through their
90
69
0 program to remain in rural
89
69
0 America will alleviate the ur83
68
1.8 ban crisis.
72
66
.6
A goal of three million new
NINE YEARS AGO
homes for rural areas has been
set for the 1970's. Community
SEPTEMBER 1961
91
1
69
.2 services loans for recreation,
2
92
74
0 water and sewer facilities
72
90
3
trace should cover most eligible
4
95
70
0 areas during the same period.
5
92
71
trace Farm ownership and operating
70
6 100
trace loans for eligible farmers
7
98
70
o should establish many young
families in a vocation of their
8
70
99
98
9
70
0 choosing that will help insure
70
99
10
0 the production of food and
11 100
70
0 other agricultural products for
71
94
12
trace the future.
69
.3
87
13
Information on the Farmers
.2 Home Administration programs
74
14
54
0 can be obtained at any of the
48
76
15
0 FHA county offices.
44
83
16
0
48
86
17
The office serving Carlisle,
49
0 Fulton and Hickman Counties
87
18
0 is located in the Federal Build49
87
19
0 ing, Room 120, Clinton, Ken54
82
20
0 tucky. The county supervisor,
60
88
21
0 Raymond E. Hogue, can be
69
91
22
contacted at this address.
POLLUTION
The Russell County Business
Women's
Professional
and
Club led a drive to rid the 1255mile Lake Cumberland shore- 140 Broadway, South Fulton
line of litter . . . The FrankPhone 479-1864
fort chapter of the National
Audubon Society enlisted civic —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
clubs and students to clean —Vinyl and Tile
junk from Elichorn Creek . . —Downs and McGee Carpeting
All mankind must be aroused
and educated to check pollu- —Upholstering, Modern and
tion.
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Share The News with a Friend
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22

GOVERNOR AND NASA OFFICIAL—Gov. Louie B. Nunn is given a tour of the Apollo 11
Spacecraft Exhibit by Kenneth White, a former Kentuckian who participated in the Apollo
11 project.

Many Farmers
Getting FHA
Financial Help

Preclp.
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It was but a few years ago
that hunting deer by bow and
arrow in Kentucky was unknown. In fact, it wasn't too
long ago that deer were a rarity in this state.
But with the building up of
the herd through the efforts
of the Department of Fish and

With hopes that this was only
the eighth of a long list of successful pageants and festivals,
I remain.

r Co.

WEATHER REPORT

Bow And Arrow Hunting For
Deer Opens On October lst

tendance.

a

Apollo 11 Visits Kentucky

• ROUTE THREE
Aline Williams
The State Line Club met in
the home of Mrs. Gladys Cannon last week, with most of the
members present and two visitors. They enjoyed the afternoon and refreshments were
served after the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Claud McNeil and Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Williams Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
were in Paris, Tenn., visiting
their son, George, and family
the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cannon
and uncle, Ira Colley, have
been on a short vacation, visiting their son and grandson, Bill
Cannon, the past week.
Mrs. Versie Cannon spent
Saturday night with her sister,
Mrs. Mary Nell French, and
her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
French visited Mr. and Mrs.
Boone Cannon Sunday and also
visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Page a while.
Allen Jones, of Fulton,
celebrated his birthday last
week. He and his wife,
Frances, drove out and picked
up his brother, Henson Jones,
and wife, Lenora, and his sister, Mrs. Paul Howard, and
Paul and drove to Kentucky
Lake. They enjoyed the drive
between the lakes. Sorry they
didn't see the buffaloes. We
wish for Allen many more
happy birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Williams,
of Wing*, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henson Jones a while Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones,
with Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff
of Dukedom, attended the singing at Rhodes Chapel last Sunday afternoon and say they en.

An estimated 133 of America's 5,000 Spanish American
War veterans live in Kentucky.
There are still two living veterans from the Indian Wars.
Ratliff said veterans with
questions about benefits were
urged to contact the Regional
There are 980 veterans in Office, Veterans Administra600 Federal Place, Louistion,
Fulton County and 382,000 in
the State of Kentucky, accord- ville, Kentucky 40202.
ing to J. G. Ratliff, Director
PETROLEUM
of the Veterans Administration
Regional Office in Louisville.
Farming uses more petrolThe tabulation is based on eum than any other single inAmerica's 27.3 million former dustry, according to New Holservicemen as of the beginning land, the farm equipment diof 1970.
vision of Sperry Rand.
According to the latest available figures, some 150 Fulton
County and 55,000 Kentucky
veterans were in service during
the Vietnam Era--that is, after
August 4, 1964. Of these, 10
Fulton County and 3,000 Kentucky veterans also served during the Korean Conflict.
There are 77,000 Korean Conflict veterans in the State. Of
these, 12,000 also saw service
in World War n. In Fulton
County, there are 190 Korean
Conflict veterans, of whom 30
saw service in World War II.
World War II veterans make
up the largest group of veterans with 450 from Fulton
County, and 196,000 from Kentucky.
Some 130 Fulton County and
48,000 Kentucky veterans saw
military service only between
the Korean Conflict and the
Vietnam Era (Feb. 1, 1955, to
Aug. 4, au).
Of 24,000 World War I veterans in Kentucky, 100 are
from Fulton County.

980 Veterans
Are Listed In
Fulton County

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP

Joyed the good singing very
much.
We are sorry to hear that
Mrs. Helen Allen is in Hiliview
Hospital. We wish for her a
speedy recovery.

AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)

VINDAGE—
(Continued From Page One)
Noticed this week that at the Crook
County High School out west in Oregon, the
dean of boys hustles to the local radio station each day and broadcasts the names of
students missing from class that day.
Some of the students call it snitching. A
few parents say it is an invasion of privacy.
However, since Lambert started his broadcasts the truancy rate has dropped 25 per
cent.
How about that, Ken Turner? And
Charlie Thomas, and Virgil Yates???
The Fulton Retail Merchants scheduled
a meeting here Monday afternoon, and although a disappointing handful of only nine
turned out, those that missed it should be
sorry they did.
A 45-minute talk by Mack Morgan from
Georgetown, representing the Kentucky Retail Federation, was right down the retailer's
alley.
"The biggest threat in ine country today
is the Consumer Movement," Morgan pointed out. "Ralph Nader and his like have created the impression that retailers are all
crooks", he continued, adding that 'of course
this isn't true."
The speaker pointed out that there is
ever-growing pressure on the retailers these
days in the form of legislation of every conceivable kind, covering retail activities of
every conceivable kind. In the Kentucky
legislature alone, he pointed out, "one out of
every 36 bills enacted by the 1966 legislature
concerned retail activities; in 1968 it was one
out of every 19 bills; in 1970 it was one out of
every nine bills."
There ARE some retailers that deserve
such criticism, without question; there are
some big manufacturers that deserve it, too.
But anybody who expects to stay in business
these days and expects their business to
grow, has to provide a quality product for
the money and stand behind it and be proud
of it. I don't care whether it is a piece of pie
in a restaurant or a motor tune-up job in a
garage ... or a pair of sox in a clothing
store; or a new washing machine, those who
spend their hard earned money for a product
or a service and don't feel that they got their
money's worth just don't come back for more
to the same place.
Every conscientious retailer in Fulton
and South Fulton is very concerned about
this fact, and he or she try hard to keep the
customers they have — and to attract new
ones — by doing their best to make every
customer happy.
You don't need a Ralph Nader in a
small community like this; you don't need
legislation to correct the problem.
Look around you .. . the firms that are
doing the business are the firms that the public has learned to trust and recommend to
their friends. They are where they are because the buying public trusts them, and no
amount of legislation could get them there
otherwise.
I rather imagine the situation is the
same all over the country.

III had to give a yes or no answer, I'd
say that too many people don't give a hoot
about corruption in government, about community pride, about stagnating communities. Or if they do, and many of them pretend
they do, they don't care enough to speak out
and be heard, less they jeopardize their own
social status, or their pocketbooks.

ME FAMED REDHEAD of radio and televistoo, Arthur God.
ivy, will appear in the World Championship Rodeo at the
Rid-South Fair, Sept. 35-Oct. 3. Godfrey and his horse "Goldas"
will be a part of six Rode* performances in the Mid-South C.
seam, Friday, Saturday and Sarsday, Sept. 25, 26 and 37. The
dingle performance Fa Friday Is et 1:31 p.m., with three cm
Saturday at 1:20, 4:30 and I:30 and two shows es Sunday at
1:30 and 4:30. Reserved tickets are priced at $3.50, $3 aid
and are se sale at the Coffman and Gaidwaltit's downtown
Central Ticket Office.

Local Group Seeks To Study
Drug Abuse, Alcohol Problems
The
Twin-Cities — Fulton
County on Alcoholism and
Drug Education will meet
Monday, September 28, at 4:00
p. m. at the Fulton Health
Center. Leaders of civic organizations and the standing
members of the Council are
urged to attend the important
meeting. Mr. Don Brock, Assistant Coordinator of Alcohol
Programs of the Regional
Mental Health Center, will
make a presentation of Drug
abuse and what can be done
locally in the way of preventive education.
The Council is interested in
coordinating the efforts of all
in the community who are concerned about the abuse of alcohol and other drugs. If any

Church Group
Provides Texas
Disaster Aid

community organization is interested in having an Educational program of alcohol or
drug abuse, please attend this
meeting, contact the Fulton
Mental Health Clinic at 4721760, or contact the Chairman
of the Council, Mr. Hunter B.
Whitesell, at 472-4094.

UTM Campus
Patrolmen
Are Trained
Three members of the Safety
and Security Department force
at The University of Tennessee
at Martin recently completed
three weeks of training at the
Basic Police School of the
Tennessee Law Enforcement
Training Academy, Donelson.
Completing the course designed to better equip officers
with the basic knowledge and
skills requisite to fulfilling
their responsibilities on the
UTM campus were patrolmen
Douglas M. Edwards of Dresden, Carroll R. Blanton of
South Fulton and Homer J.
Chandler of Martin.
The summer class of the academy was composed of deputies, police officers and campus
security police from throughout Tennessee.
The program, open to all law
enforcement agencies in Tennessee, was specifically designed for officers who had not received prior formal police
training. Emphasis was placed
on three major general areas
including legal subjects, criminal investigation and traffic
services.

When the call came from the
Southwestern Union to help the
disaster victims of Hurricane
Celia
that struck Corpus
Christi, Texas, the SeventhDay Adventists of Kentucky
and Tennessee answered that
call.
These sincere people worked
hard and long and were able
to send 166 tons of clothing,
distribute 175,000 articles of
clothing, serve 17,000 individuals with clothing and serve
3.000 meals to these needy people. This adds up to a total of
$142,620.00.
From the Seventh-Day Adventists new van from Kentucky and Tennessee, they gave
this account of what they took
GOING DOWN
down: 760 sheets, 296 clothing
units for men and boys, 342
American consumers spent
clothing units for women and
'6.5 percent of their disposable
girls, 150 blankets, and 60 inncome for food in 1969, comfant units. This came to a total
lared with 20 percent in 1959,
of $12,126.00.
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Down 16 %
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Cheerleaders

In small communities, like Hickman
and Fulton, the intense desire to feel secure
in whatever status of life people have chosen
for themselves is becoming a deadly hazard
to the growth of any community. Nobody
can see this "withering away" better than a
newspaper editor, whose mission it is to keep
a pulse on community effort.
Civic leaders in any community of our
size need only to talk with our young people
who come home for infrequent, and purposely-designed short visits. They can see their
home-town in all its glaring apathy, in all of
its pathetic routine, in all the reasons why
Fulton County has steadily lost population
for the past 20 or 30 years. They hate what
they see and wonder how we adults can endure the grind.
Actually, more adults than they think
do not endure the grind. They loathe it.
Among these adults are the editors of the
Hickman Courier and the Fulton News, who
some day may do profiles on those individuals who occupy the seats of the mighty,
who talk progress and development in public, yet block these same efforts in private.
They deter these efforts with their so-called
influence, because a change in the status quo
would upset their own little sphere of money-making. That's what I said. Too many
people like money more than do the welfare
of their fellowman.
And yet it is not fair to say that most of
the ills of any community can be attributed
to an affluent power structure. This growing
menance of wanting something for nothing;
of getting money without working; of choosing welfare over honest toil is contributing
to the death of a Nation. . .and to your community and mine.
And so as I prepare some remarks and
discussion as to whether cruading grassroots
journalism is a vanishing commodity I cannot help but think that it is not the newspaper that has forgotten its mission to print
the news and 'raise hell," but that it is an
American society, grown soft in the underbelly, that often renders a conscientious editor into the realm of no-effectiveness.

HOSPITAL NEWS 1200 Scholarships
College scholarships for 1200
The following were patients outstanding high school seniors
in Fulton Hospitals the week of who are motivated toward an
Army career will be offered
September 23:
again this year, the U. S.
Army has announced.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
The scholarships, good at any
Mrs. Virginia Ray, Wingo;
Mrs. Priscilla Barnes, Mrs. of the 280 colleges and universities
in the United States ofIrene Bizzle, Water Valley;
Mrs. Marjorie Sons, Crutch- fering the four-year Army
ROTC program, have been
field; Mrs. Thelma Nunley, H.
B. Stuart. Clinton; Mrs. Diane awarded annually on a comCunningham, Mrs. Harlene petitive basis for the past six
Potts, Dukedom; Mrs. Alice years.
Cantrell,
Mrs. Rita Jones,
Union City; Mrs. Elizabeth
Bevill, Miss Marlene Hibbs,
Miss Mary Elizabeth King,
Arnold Fagner, Fulton; John
Algee, Mrs. Estelle Ramsey,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Spray.
berry. Mrs. Ada Belle Conner,
Dale Yates, South Fulton.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bessie Bowden, Mrs.
Allie Herring, Dukedom; Jim
Laffoon, Mrs. Virgie Bennett,
Miss Clara Williams, Caleb
Yates, Porter Pillow, Water
Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
McCord, Mattoon, Ill.; Rebecca
Pogue, Martin; Ronnie Johnson, Mrs. Maud Hutchinson,
Clinton; Mrs. Joan Collins,
Union City; John R. McClanahan, Crutchfield; Mrs. Sara
Campbell, Mrs. Annie Murdough, J. N. Wooten, Miss
Ruth Terry, Miss Gay Upton,
Raymond Pewitt, Mrs. Lennie
Clark, R. E. Taylor, Mrs, Rosalee Winsett, Gary Jetton, Bill
Ward, Mrs, Mary Nowlin, Lonnie Blanton, Mrs. Patsey Jetton. Mrs. Minnie Allen, George
Gunter, Oscar Taylor, Fulton;
Mrs. Amy Dick, Mrs. Alyne
Rogers, Mrs. Imogene Cunningham, James R. Pruett,
Sr., Mrs. Hanle Glover, South
Fulton.

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Walker Is
Poole Named
Named DECA VISTA Chief
President

W. M. Poole, of Atlanta, Ga.,
has been named Kentucky's
Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) program officer
by the VISTA southeast regional office in Atlanta.
Poole, who will be responsible for the development, design and evaluation of VISTA
projects throughout the state,
assumed his new post last
week.
Poole will be stationed at the
Atlanta office, but plans to
spend four days a week in Kentucky.
He worked as a counselor for
the vocational rehabilitation
division of the Georgia Department of Education for the
last four years. This is his first
job with VISTA.
The state program officer
has the power to recommend
the development of new VISTA
projects or the reorganization
or phase-out of existing VISTA
projects in Kentucky.
VISTA is a federal poverty
war project that is presently
changing its course to provide
specialized services to the
poor—such as medical care
and legal aid—instead of helping poor people to organize to
help themselves.

Stephen Walker
The first meeting of the
D. E. C. A. was called to order
Monday, September 14, 1970,
by the presiding president,
Stephen Walker. The main purpose of the meeting was to
elect new officers for the coming year.
The nominations were made,
and the following people were
elected to office: President,
Stephen Walker; Vice-president, Paul Phelps; Secretary,
Judy Powell; Treasurer, Penny
Winston;
Reporter, Dale
Yates; Parliamentarian, Dale
Townsend; Student Council
Representative, Mike Halley.
Also during the meeting, the
initiation of the new members
of D. E. C. A. was set for October 8.

"Birthday
Breakfast"
Is Given

'71 WORLD—
(Contenued from Page One)
of the United States contingent
of over 3,000 persons, according to L. A. McReynolds, World
Jamboree Chairman.
In addition to the 9-day
World Jamboree, the grout)
will also spend 11 days touring
the 2,000-year-old civilization
in cities like Nikko, Kyoto,
Nara, and Koshigaya. They
will also visit Tokyo and will
ride the world's fastest train to
the jamboree site which is located on an 800-acre site at the
western base of Mt. Fuji.
"As representatives of the
United States, the Boy Scouts
and Explorers from our area
will carry out the jamboree
program with the theme, 'For
Understanding,'
McReynolds
said. "The theme was chosen
in the belief that world brotherhood and the foundations of
world peace can be strengthened through more understanding
between people. The jamboree
through its programs and activities provides an unparalleled international opportunity to
serve this purpose."
Requirements for applicants
to attend the jamboree include
14-18 years of age and have attained at least First Class rank
or be a registered Explorer.
Information about the 20day trip to the World Jamboree, which will cost $900.00,
is available from the local
Scout service center 1501
Broadway, Paducah, 4.43-6269.

THIRD LARGEST
Scholarship winners receive
The United States is the
their full tuition, textbook costs world's third
largest agriculand laboratory fees, plus a $50 tural importing
country.
per month allowance for the
The United Kingdom leads
full four years.
and West Germany is second.
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Aaron Butts, well-known local grocer, was the honored
guest at a surprise "birthday
party" at the Country Boy,
September 19, given by "coffee-drinking" friends.
A ham breakfast was served
to the following: Dr. C. H.
Myers, Brown Clifton, Aubrey
Taylor, J. C. Sugg, D. .T.
Murchison, Allen Jones, Bobby
Caldwell, Harold Pewitt, Johnny Holland, Harry Gordon,
Malcolm Bell, Howard 'Frantham, Gene Hoodenpyle, Billy
Gilbert, Bailey Roberts, Joe
Cochran, Paul Butts, and the
honored guest.
Mr. Butts also received a
nice gift, and all enjoyed the
breakfast and a good time.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
DRIVERS NEEDED
Train now to drive semi
truck, local and over the road.
Diesel or gas; experience helpful but not necessary. You can
earn over $4.00 per hour after
short training. For interview
and application, call 615-2423439, or write Safety Dept.,
United Systems, Inc., Terminal
Bldg., 404 Arlington Avenue,
Nashville, Tennessee, 37210.
LEGAL NOTICE
All persons having claims
against the estate of Clara
Frances McClellan, deceased,
are notified to file their claims,
verified according to law, with
either of the undersigned at
the addresses given below.
Gordon W. McClellan
Route 1, Crutchfield, Ky.
Margaret Wade
Route 4, Fulton, Ky.
Co-Administrators
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Nunn Demands Equal Treatment Highway Patrol
From Water Pollution Officials Adds Officer
Kentucky will not be a "whip.
ping boy" for federal officials
over water pollution standards,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has declared.
Kentucky has been and is
ready to adopt 89 degrees as
the limit for thermal pollution
of the Ohio River, Nunn said,
but only if federal authorities
"give us the same treatment
they give other states." He
made the comment at his
monthly news conference Thursday for the Kentucky Press Association and the Kentucky
Broadcasting Association.
"I don't think it is right for
us to go to that level" of 89
degrees, Nunn said, "if they
(federal officials) don't make
other states do so too — and
all should go at the same time."
While the federal government
is trying to get Kentucky to
adopt 89 degrees as the highest

permissible temperature in the
Ohio River, Nunn said, West
Virginia is allowed a maximum
of 93 degrees. And the maximums for some other neighboring states, he noted, were 90 in
Illinois and 92 in Missouri.
The importance of the few de!sees difference is that states
with a higher maximum would
have a competitive advantage
in attracting new industry.
Nunn said he has conferred
personally with U.S. Secretary
of Interior Walter Nickel on the
matter and that Hickel had
agreed that Kentucky's position
was proper. Nickel also Instructed his subordinates "in
very firm and uncertain terms"
to correct the matter, Nunn
added.
South Fulton
A meeting of all water pollud
Sally J. Baker, Owner & Mgr.
tion officials in the states affected is to be held in a week
or two, Nunn said later, to seek
ErAnswAlrAmser.nrAnrawArumawAwmumwarAraw.dwAirAw"AlrAri to
establish uniform temperature standards for all the Ohio
River.
While saying he had a "good
relationship" with Hickel, Nunn
said there seemed to be "some
sort of running conflict" between some state and federal
officials. He said the problem
At home with your soft wardrobe. This soft-line
seemed to be with federal offishoe by Hush Puppies". New look plantation
cials on the regional or district
crepe sole and heel, under your
level.
choice of Breathin' Brushed Pigskin"
"There seems to be continu
ing argument between state and
or smooth leather. Properly accented with
federal officials at the regional
stitching detail and side
level at least," he said. "I don't
buckle strap. Fun.
know if one is trying to disprove the credibility of the other or not, but I am going to
look into it."
The commissioner of the federal Water Pollution Control
Administration notified Nunn
earlier this week that he was
holding up some federal money
for Kentucky projects because
the state had not submitted suitable water quality standards.
Included in the inadequacies
mentioned was the water temperature issue. The commissioner also said an acceptable implementation plan was needed.
Nunn blamed the same conflict with regional federal officials for discrepancies with
state findings regarding the
amount of mercury being discharged into the Tennessee River at Calvert City. A federal report said Wednesday that the
Pennwalt plant there still was
[discharging 1.5 pounds of mercury a day while state water

We've 90t uü _
5(- ZE-5,5-liape.s,cleseri;dions

az' low

Diseootr ?eTe.E$

Southern Village
. .
Shopping Center

;To ay go-anywhere,
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p011ution officials said Luesoay
that the firm was discharging
just .4 pounds a day.
On another matter, Nunn said
at the news conference that he
would not order an all-out state
government effort on behalf of
the $48.3 million bond issue on
the ballot in November for several state projects. Included
among projects to be built if
the bond issue is approved are
a new correctional facility and
new or expanded mental health
facilities.
But Nunn said he has allowed
department heads who had projects at stake to work for approval of the bond issue as long
as they did not neglect their
regular duties.

DEER HUNTERS!
These Rifles are Legal
in all 120 Ky. Counties
this year, and the usual
Tenn. Counties, PLUS
Weakley County.
—WE HAVE A FEW OF
THESE RIFLES IN
N. R. A. Good Condition
FOR ONLY

ANTHONY'S WIGS

Belinda -Sold Exclusively at ANTHONY'S

FREE FREE FREE
ANTHONY'S WIGS OF SOUTH FULTON
WILL GIVE AWAY FREE - A WIG
CARRYING CASE WITH PURCHASE
OF ANY WIG.
THIS SPECIAL OFFER GOOD
WED., SEPT. 23 thru SAT., SEPT. 26 ONLY

OLOR
ALWAYS

WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
both new and used ShotGuns, Rifles, Pistols.

AT ANTHONY'S
ANTHONY'S STYLIST WILL RE-STYLE ANY WIG
PURCHASED FROM US FOR ONLY 82"
OR CLEAN AND RE-STYLE FOR 'V
ANTHONY'S, YOUR LEADER IN SALES WITH 26 STORES
THROUGHOUT THE MID-SOUTH
517 VANCIL ST.
So. Fulton, Tenn

ANTHONY'S WIGS

UCENSED BY TENN. STATE BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY.
TURN AT YELLOW BLINKER LIGHT AT PARK TERRACE MOTEL IN SO. FULTON
COME 3 BLOCKS ON McKINNEY ROAD. CORNER HOUSE ON RIGHT.
NEW HOURS. OPEN 9,00 AM TO 6,00 PM MOW THRU SAT
AFTER 6.00 PM BY APPOINTMENT PHONE 901-419-1705

The increase in traffic in Obion
County has prompted the addition
of a third state trooper to the
county, Tennessee Highway Patrol Lt. Hill Moore has announced.
Trooper Robert Rankin is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Rankin of Tiptonville and has
been a patrolman for the past
two years during which he has
been assinged in Memphis.
Trooper Rankin is a graduate
of Lake County High School, attended the University of Tennessee at Martin for two years
and then worked about two years
on the Tiptonville ferry before
joining the highway patrol.
The new officer joins State
Troopers P. T. English and W.
C. Tate in serving the county.

Barbecue

FRIE

C

EN

2-Pieces 55c 4-Pieces $1.00 '9-Pieces $1.99
Order Of Slaw 35c
Order Of Fries
25c

Sunday Open 5 p. m.To 8p. a.479-9082

cosco
Playpen
Offer

Headquarters
For All Deer
Hunting Supplies,
Blaze Orange
VEST
$1.00

Railroad Salvage
Company

WITH PURCHASE OF

Pampers

Lake St — Fulton, Ky.

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
Yesifl a•-•

Prell Shampoo

DAYTIME

30'S

DAYTIME 15',

OVERNIGHT Ws

NEWBORN

xi s

74c
$1.29
74c
$1.15
13EN FRAN K L_1 N
404 Lake Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY

LAVORIS

(GET DETAILS AT OUR STORE)

20-or. Size
Reg. Price $1.49

TWO DAYS ONLY
TUSSY
Wind & Weather Lotion
12-ox. Size
Reg. $2.00

Jamily Portrait Special

Assorted

LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

Make Up Items

96.

Values To $2.50

MAX FACTOR
Hair Spray
Reg. or Super-hold
1S-oz; Reg. $1.25

FREE

STYLING BY OUR LICENSED BEAUTICIANS WITH ANY WIG
PURCHASED AT ANTHONY'S OF SO-. FULTON.
FIRST QUALITY 100% KANAKELON
WASH & WEAR WIGS...Choice Of More
Than 50 Colors (Over One Dozen Frosted)

islands and keys in Biscayne
Bay just south of Miami, has
been formally established as
MIAMI — Biscayne National part of the National Park Sys
Monument, which includes 33 tem.

MILITARY AMMO
$7.95 Per Hundred

handclasp Wed
LONDON
The symbolic gesture of a handclasp will
be introduced into Holy Communion services of the English
Methodist Church for a threeyear experimental period. The
LAKE STREET
FULTON, KY.
handclasp is given before rebrAllnIAINFAIrldWIFINFAIIIIIIIIMPIIANFAIFIVIIIF/ANFAIAWIFIVAIFIIAVIV,
ceiving the elements at the communion table. It is the equivalent of the kiss of peace given in
Roman
Catholic, High Anglican
OF
and Orthodox worship. The
SOUTH FULTON,
handclasp has been used in the
TEN N.
liturgy of the Church of South
India since it was formed in
1947.

Park System Adds
Biscayne Islands

$29.95

16 oz. Size
Reg. $2.15

!A

Of interest to Homemakers

Plea 50c Handling
THIS 15 YOUR COMPUTE COST

PHILLIPS
All Shotgun & Rifle
Shells Wholesale, By
The Case.
-- - - - -Special of the week:
3-CelL

Reg. $3.99

FLASHLIGHT

$2.39
ateriar
gli
tl
ig
rialrs

Fulton. ry.

Milk of Magnesia
200 -Tablet Size
Reg. $1.69

A—GENUINE FULL COLOR PORTRAITS!
B—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your money refunded.
C—FOR ALL AGES! Babies, children, adults. Groups photo-graphed at an additional charge.
Limit Hie par penes — tw• per finally

RIGHT GUARD
Deodorant
4-ex. Size
Reg. $1.09

Groupe — $1.00 per person Meruftel tee 4.

WEDNESDAY & THUIEISDA11
SEPT.30 — OCT. 1st.

FULTON
300 W. State Line

11 a. m. to 6 p. m.
DISCOUNT
Fulton, Ky.
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Mayfield Council
Rejects Request
Of Local Unions

.

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Nlayfield's City Council has declined to intervene in the matter
of employment practizs of the
construction firm btIggeng the
giant new $20 million IngersollRand plant here.
Top officials of the West Kentucky Building and Construction
Trades Council, including president Wayne Larrison, appeared
before the council Monday night
regarding the employment of
more local construction workers on the project.
Larrison told the council that
about 65 per cent of the present
work force at the plant site is
from areas other than West
Kentucky.
"We are asking the council's
assistance in seeing that more
local residents are employed,"
he said.
"Some members of the West
Kentucky Building and Construction Trades Council are residents of Mayfield," Larrison
said. "These persons have asked
us to represent them in this request."
After being advised that the
council has nothing to do with
either the firm or its employment practices, one of the union
representatives said:
"If the council does not cooperate with us in this respect,
then we could call for a boycott
of Mayfield by union members,
and if you don't think a boycott
can ruin a town, then look what
happened in Cairo, Ill."
Mayor E. W. Anderson Jr. inquired, "are you people from
Paducah actually threatening

THE MONTGOMERY SCHOOL PUPILS pose for a picture in 1895: Jim McDaniel, Principal, Stands at extreme left and
teacher, Miss Nettie Stahr (cousin of the late Judge Stahr), at extreme right. The two youngstrs with white collars sitting
side by side in the first row are Charlie Stahr, (on the left) and Jack Stahr, the father of Ruth Johnson of Hickman; on Jack's
left is Jim McNeill a brother of Dee McNeill and one of the four living members of the class, who recently celebrated his
80ts, birthday in California; moving to the right down this same row, the fourth next (in white) is W. B. Rice, then age 7, who
provided this picture and these names; next (in white col lar) is Roland (Dunk) Stahr. Third girl from left in second row
is another Stahr, a younger sister of the teacher; the fifth over from her is Lucy (Rice) Mayes, Hickman, another of the liv.
ing members of the class; third young man next in line (with white collar) is the late Judge Elvis Stahr; second on his left
is Gordon Rice and fourth on Gordon's left (in white dress) is Maud Stahr. IN THE THIRD ROW (still seated) the fifth from
left is Nettie Stahr, Judge Stators sister; seven* on in this row is Nan Shaw Townsend, another of the living members of the
class. The young man standing in the fourth row. in dark shirt, directly under the flag, was identified by Mr. Rice as Arthur
Shaw, Jr. The gentleman standing next to Principal McDaniel at left, (with the Whiskers,) is Abe McClure. The women in the
schoolhouse windows "were ne,ghborhood women who came in to get their picture made" Mr. Rice recalled. We forgot to ask
if there was any significance to the one in the window at the right, with the stern look and holding a long switch,

Visit
.U.S.
r
MEXICO CITY
President-elect Luis Echeverria will
visit Washington in November
for a series of informal meetings with President Nixon.

Broadway Auction House, Inc.
201 Broadway

BLUE PL

May
PUREX

BLE

South Fulton. Tenn.

Turn Your Antiques Into CASH!
(WE WANT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS)

SALE EVERY SAT.
Nioht Al 8.- P. at Sale
Full Cash Semesnent After El

W. B. RICE, one of four living members of she Montgomery
School class of 1895, had Nttle difficulty in identifying his classmates of 75 years ago, even witheast the aid of his occasionallyused glasses. Now 82, he was a lad of 7 at the time. (See story,
Page One, The News, First Section).
I 111111
....
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this Luttiat;11T The union representatives denied any form of threat and one
replied, "No, this Is certainly
not a threat. Actually we are
here to ask the council to help
us secure work for local construction work6rs."
Mayor Anderson pointed out
that hundreds of hours of work
went into securing the new plant
for Mayfield in order to give
more employment to Mayfield
residents. "This council is not
going to risk the plant being
moved from Mayfield just to
give employment to more local
construction workers."
Union officials represented at
the meeting, besides Larrison,
Howard Williams, WICBST secretary; Harold Kindred. business agent for Plumbers and
Steamfitters, Local 184; Howard
Pierce, business agent for International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 816; and
Lacy McCloud, business agent
for Labor Union Local 1214
Construction of the giant
plant, located on a 158-acre site
in Mayfield's industrial park,
southwest of the city, began
on May 19. Daniels Construction
Co., Lexington, is the prime contractor for the project.
Completion is scheduled by
the summer of 1971, and initial
employment is expected to be
around 300 persons.
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HORMEL

CHIL

ILLTIIEtANII YOU NEED

REGULAR TIRES FOR THE FRONT

SNOW TIRES FOR THE REAR

"All-WeatherIv ,

Brand New "Sure-Grip IV"
7.00 x 13 blackwall
tubeless plus 51.76 Fed.
Ex. Tax and old tire

6 50, 13 bleckwall
tubeless plus 51.78 Fed,
Ex. Tax and old tire

BUY
IN FULTON
FINANCE
III FULTON

for that Hew car
Any of these
Larger Sizes—

Get The Best Deal When You Finance

•Full 4 ply
•Triple-tempered
nylon cord
construction
• Double shoulder
cleats for
grip and go

• Clean sidewall
design, radial
darts on shoulder
• Your best tire
buy in its
price range!

$

ii.O07
:
ECE 7.75 x 15
7
8..2
75
5;1
14
4

Rae

plus $2.17 to
$2 33 Fed. Ex.
Tax (depending
on size) and
old tire
Blackwell
Tebeless

7.75 a 14
7.75 x 15
8.25 a 14
8.25 a 15

As Well As
INSURE
IN FULTON

4

!.

Prompi, Courteous

522.45
522.45
$23.30
$23.30

12.17
$2.19
$2.33
5238

USE OUR

LOW COST AUTO LOANS

SERVICE

Beaus, of an ANION' lway demand for Coodyear tires, we
dur nit this offer, but es will be ham
RAIN CHECK
7
,1,iyij:
Che:r,
"t
yof(
a;rtsic, Urselitest Is. advertised
price and Issue you a
'Roo
Chuck for
d 'RAN livery of the merchandise.

GOODYEAR
SERVICE
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN! STORES
100 WEST
STATE LINE

Up To 36 Months
To Pay On
New Models

CUM

RA21.9.n(kaNK

CAT
WAGON T

Tubeless
Nes Fed.b.Tao
Blackwell Price
.ad Old Tire

The Best Deal When You Trade
GOODYEAR -THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS TIRES

HUNT'S

PHONE 472-1000
FuliroN, KENTUCKY
STORE HOURS: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru Friday,8:00 AM to
5:00 PM on Saturday

Tires aid batteries priced coopetitevely at the tillowieg Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th & Depot hike, Ky.

SACRAME

SAU
DOG

TWIN PET

— L1BERT
ALL REG. SOF'

DRINKS
With This Coupi
tionel Purchaes
and Dairy Prod
Void Afte
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UK Dean May Get Leave To
Seek State Superintendency

cil

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees is leaning,
with some reservations, to giving Dr. Lyman Ginger leave of
absence to run for superintendent of public instruction.
Ginger is associate dean for
undergraduate teacher education and certification. He plans
tentatively to file as a Democratic candidate next year.
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UK President Otis Singletary
broached the subject to the
board during a Tuesday luncheon at which no news representatives were present.
The informal response was reliably reported as generally favorable, though sprinkled with
dubious comments.
One version is that Republican
Gov. Louie B. Nunn said nothing
at the time.

But another source said the
governor raised the question of
setting a precedent, declaring
he would not have to live with
the question after he leaves office in 1971, but that the problem could come back to haunt
the university.
At any rate, a newsman raised the question Thursday during
a news conference.
Nunn noted that UK regula-

tions allow professors a one- with pay," he said.
"But I wantyear leave of absence and said ed to do nothing to
embarrass
he would not object if a person the university and that's
why I
used the rule to seek a political have not asked for pay."
office.
The state superintendent's
But he also frowned upon
post pays $20,000 a year, which
what he said might be a tendGinger said is less than his curency to allow schools to become
rent salary.
a "haven for old broken poliThe school's governing regulaticians or to become a stump"
tions for the faculty include a
for new ones.
section
on page 39 which says in
Ginger confirmed he has let
his friends know that "when the part:
"Like other citizens, faculty
proper time comes. I will anmembers are free to engage in
nounce" and that he has a repolitical activities so far as they
quest for leave in writing.
He said university regulations are able to do so within the law
consistently with their obligafor the faculty clearly permit a
leave for political purposes.
tions as teachers and scholars.
"I've been at UK for 27 years
"When necessary, leaves of
and have never had a sabbatical absence without pay
may be

given for the duration of an
election campaign, or a term of
office, provided that there has
been timely application for
leave and that the requested
leave is limited to a reasonable
period of time."
Ginger said his request wouk
provide leave from the time ol
filing to the appropriate electior
day in May or November.
He said if elected he would
apply for retirement from UK.
He is 63.
Among Democrats reported
Interested in the state post are
some local superintendents —
such as Lewis Johnson of Henderson and James Backer of
Middlesboro — plus Mitchell

Davis, a former superintendent
at Glasgow.
Republicans said to be considering a race are Jewel Hamilton, an aide to Nunn; Agriculture Commissioner J. Robert
Miller and Doug Moseley, formerly on the state personnel
board and now a district parks
department manager.

C C

Women's
Rights

ISLETA, N.M.
— For
the first time in their ancient
history, women at !Meta Indian
Pueblo now can vote In pueblo
elections.
Women's voting rights are
part of a new constitution recently approved by the small InHanging Gardens
dian village.
You can brighten the bleak The pueblo
is about 13 miles
side of a garage wall that faces south
of Albuquerque on U.S. 85.
your barbecue area by hanging The
pueblo first was established
wall brackets holding clay pots by the
Spanish government in
of cascade petunias. The trans- 1689.
This was confirmed by the
formation will be amazing.
U.S. government in 1858.

.4.
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For Your Shopping Convenience OPEN SUNDAY - 9- 7

You Always Save lliore
When You Shop At LIBERTY
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lb. box
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4 MSU Faculty Members
Listed In Publication
MURRAY, Ky.—Four members of the faculty at Murray
State University have been se,
iected to have their names ap.
pear in the 1970 edition of "Outstanding Educators of America."
They are Dr. Charles Homra,
chairman of tthe department of
psychology; Dr. Ben Humphrey,
chairmaan of the department of
guidance-counseling; L. J. Nortin, director of journalism; and
Roger Reichmuth, director of the
marching band.
Nominated earlier this year,
the men were chosen on the
basis of civic and professional
achievemeent to have their
names included in the national
volume of biographical history.
Nominations are made by presidents, deans, superintendents
and other heads of schools and
colleges.
Guidelines for selection include classroom skills, research
contributions, administra tive
abilities, and civic and professional accomplishments.
Homra, a Tennessee native,
joined the Murray State faculty
in 1961 and was named to the
dvartment chairmanship in
p4chology in 1968. He also
taught two years in the public
school system in Ridgely, Tenn.
He earned the BS degree at
Memphis State University, the
MA at Murray State and the
Ph. D at Florida State University. A Navy veteran, he is listed in "American Men of
Science."
Humphreys was named to
head the guidance-counseling
program at Murray State and
the Ed. D degree at Indiana

Cotton Output Up
CARACAS—Venezuelan cotton
production has increased in 10'
years from 20,000 metric tons a,
year to 58,000, but about 25 per,
cent of the nation's requirements
gin must be imported.

University.
His teaching experience includes 5 year at Indiana University and high school aassignments at Rutherford, Tenn.,
Gideon, Mo., and the Murray
University School. Humphreys,
who served in the Army, is a
member of several professidnal
societies and organizations.
Horton returned to Murray
State in 1967 as the director of
iournalism afterleatine bc Program at Ohio University for 20
years. He had headed the inurnalism program and served as
director of publicity at Murray
State before going to Ohio.
Besides his years of teachipg,
Hortin had had a wide range
of professional experience, including work with the several
newspapers and wire services.
Several of his former students
have distinguished themselves
nationally by their journalistic
performance. He earned the AB
degree at McKendree College
and the MA degree at Murray
State.
Reichmuth, a member of the
Marching Thoroughbreds for
four years and the drum major
for two years during his days
as a student at Murray State,
has taken the reins this fall of
the marching band.
The Louisvillian served as director of the Paducah Tilghman
High School band eight years
before taking the post at Murray State. He also'nuight instrumental music in several Paducah schools. He graduated
from Murray State in 1961 and
earned the master's degree in
music education at the University of Illinois.

ea.
with every
$3 purchase

2
2
2

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. SEPT. 26

(3 LB. PKG. or OR MORE)

Ground Beef
Beef Liver.
Pork Sausage
Pork Chops
Bologna

LB694

SLICED

SUPER RIGHT

LB

59t

LB.
IK99e

ROLLS

Bj611)
TOWELS

FIRST CUT

Grain Fed Beef

CHUNK

"69t
613C
LB

3 Le. pKG.
OR MORE

1969 Ford F-100, long wheel base, pick-up,
V-8, automatic transmission, 14,000
miles.
1968 Chevrolet one-half ton pickup, long
wheel base, full custom, two-tone,
V-8, automatic, power steering, local
one owner, 30,000 miles.
1966 Chevrolet pickup, extra good truck,
blue and white two-tone.
1963 (2) Chevrolet pickup trucks, one long,
one short.
1969 Ford LTD two-door hardtop, bronze
with black vinyl roof and black vinyl
interior, power and air, just like new.

STORE SLICED

Bacon.
Hams(SEMI-BONELESS)
FULLY COOKED

19.950

1st. 3 Ras

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1968 Chevrolet Caprice station wagon,
white with wood trim, saddle interior, full power and air.

1/4 LOIN SLICED

Pork Chops.
SUPER RIGHT

Skinless Weiner&

12-0Z. PKG

LB

OSCAR MAYER PIGGIE

RIB
STEAK

GREEN

NIPLETS CORN
MEXICORN

SMALL LEAN

Lb.

CABBAGE CRISP

GREEN GIANT

89
8

Sliced Bacon
c Sump Links LB
Spare Ribs LB 79C

"SUPER-RIGHT" BEEF

2
2

79t

LB

LB 75

OSCAR MAYER

L
LB.79
sgt

Wit

KITCHEN SLICED GREEN BEANS 16-0Z.
L.?
—

LESUEUR WHITE CORN 12-0Z.

-GREEN
Glikta

CANS

GREEN
BEANS

FOR

Ng inch cut

VIENNA SAUSAGE

/
Lb.

1967 Ford Galaxie 500 2-door hardtop power
and air, local one owner

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

or

1966 Chevrolet impala 2-door hardtop, local k
one owner automatic and power steering, black vinyl roof.

4
APPLES LB
JONATHAN

YELLOW

1966 Ford Fairlane 500 station wagon, power 1
and factory air, dark blue Fulton car.

1965

1966

SEEDLESS

White Grapes

1965 Galaxie 500 10 passenger station wagon,
power and air, metallic gold color

LB

JUMBO 4 SIZE

2
Olds Starfire, full power and air, one 2
owner with 47,000 actual miles.
2
2
Ford LTD 4-door hardtop one owner 2
car with power and factory air, white

Honeydews

EA

29t
98C

ANN PAGE TOMATO

4,14:r.89C

Ketchup

3.0z.900
Potted Moat 7
79C
Sections
-$100
Green Beans
ARMOUR

CANS

A & P GRAPEFRUIT 316-0Z.
CANS

1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop dark
blue with 4-speed.
1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop Super
Sport red with floor shift and full power.

1964

Mercury Parklane 4-door sedan, one
owner, like brand new.

Varden Ford Sales
Middle Road

Fulton

472-1821

ENC7RD
CLO
REFrEDIA

JANE PARKER

SANDWICH
BREAD

"Y$1.89

9

We're so confident that you'll want
the complete set after looking through
just one volume, we're offering
Volume No. 1 at the trial price of

20-0Z.
LVES.

CANS"

4

A&P FACIAL

Tissues..

1965 Galaxie, 4-door sedan, white, with
power and air.
1967 Chevrolet Bellair, 4-door sedan, local
one owner.

Fut4,78,w
hsAGN
25„zus

BAG

Onions

A&P FRENCH STYLE

2
2
2
2
2

TEASPOON

by CONINTRY

COUNCIL BLUFF S, Iowa
.4orman Kaye reported
to police here that two men
stopped hint, took his billfold
containing 912 and stole some
other items including his false
teeth.

FOR ANY CAR ON OUR LOT I

4

STAINLESS

Remove Bite

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22

COVENTRY "BOUQUET"

2

c_200cr.99c
CAMPBELL'S

BANQUET FROZEN

TOMATO SOUP 1COOK'N BAGS
2

16-02.
CANS

5-0Z. PKGS.

A

9'
bouquet
Enjoy a carefree world of flowers
,tvith satin-brushed Bouquet Stainess. A softly sculpted floral design
silhouettes its delicate fluid lines.
With the balance and weight of fine
silver. but sturdy enough for everyday use. Bouquet needs no special
attention—goes right into the dishwasher!
Bring a springtime of freshness
It) every table. Start collect ing Bouquet today—and for just pennies!

eury S3 putt ham.
JUST FOLLOW THIS SCHEDULE
—AND SAVE EVERY WEEK!
(Schedule runs 3 times—a total of 12 weeks.)

'with every $3 purchase

The above items will be sold at these special
prices only in the weeks they are featured.
IMAGINE! YOU SAVE OVER
$20.00 ON THESE BOUQUET
COMPLETER GROUPINGS!

$1.29
Set of 4 Teaspoons, reg. $3.00
$1.29
Set of 4 Salad Forks, reg. $4.00
$1.29
Set of 4 Soup Spoons, reg. $4.00
Set of 4 Ice Teaspoons, reg. $4.00 $1.29
Set of 4 Grapefruit SPoons, reg. $350 $1.29
Sugar Spoon, Butter Knife, Pierced
,,$1.29
Tablespoon, mg '$4.00
2 Tablespoons, Cold Meat Fork,
leg $5.00
Gravy Ladle, Pastry Seryer,reg. $5.00 $1.49
The above items may be purchased at these
$21
4
e9
k
special - prices anytIfne during our .1
offer. No additional purchase required.

SMUDGED

Reichmuth, Ex-DruntMajor,Now
Directing Band At University
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ROGER E. REICHMIJEH, the new director of Murray State's
Marching Thoroughbred Band, is on the move throughout
every band rehearsal. In the fall of 1960, he was the drum
major of the NMI hand.

By LOU H. EDMONDSON
MURRAY, Ky.—Thirteen
years can constitute quite a
growth period for a youthful
musician. Such is the case of
Roger E. Reichmuth, the new
director of Murray State's
Marching Thoroughbred Band.
As a freshman in 1957 the Louisville native made his debut
with this musical unit. On Oct.
3 he will direct the band in its
first public appearance of the
academic year as the musicians,
numbering about 100, play a
demonstration here for the fall
regional meeting of the Kentucky Music Educators Association.
Those 13 years can be divided
into two phases—training and
professional work.
For four years Reichmuth was
was an outstanding member of
the Marching Thoroughbreds,
serving as drill master for three
years and drum major in his
junior and senior years. In 196566 he was a graduate student in
music education at the University of Illinois and received his
MME degree.
The other eight years he spent
in the Paducah school system.
In 1961-65 he taught instrumental
music in several Paducah
schools and directed the Tilgh-

Figures Reveal Indebtedness
The per capita indebtedness
of Obion County is less than
Weakley and Lake but considerably more than Gibson County,
according to fugures released today by the Tennessee Taxpayers
Association.
(Mon County's indebtedness

per resident is $83.89, the annual report of the state organization said. Weakley's is 8112.30 while the figures for Lake
County are $84.94. On the other
hand, Gobson County has one of
the smallest debts in the state,
$7.86 per resident.

Figures for Union City alone
show an indebtedness of $41.3$
per resident, as compared to
$76.98 for Martin, $29.98 for
Trenton and $18.97 for Tiptonville.
The report also covers local
taxes and reveals that Obion
County now has an effective tax
rate of 70 cents per hundreddollars evaluation

man High hand. He led the 115.
He is married to the former
piece unit to many high pointi Janet Woodall of
Paducah. They
of achievement, including the have one
Cherry Blossom Festival parade
in Washington. D.C., last spring.
"It's really great to be back
at Murray State," Reichmuth
said. "My work here is challenging, and I assumed my duties
Sept. 1 with mixed emotions."
He began the season by conducting a one-week pre-regisWorth seeing. Worth owning.
tration band camp, with approximately 90 instrumentalists
Worth waiting for.
being auditioned. Others were
auditioned last week during registration.
Before the first home football
game, the new director will present his unit in a concert appearance at the fall meeting of
the First District Education AsVega. Not just another little car, but one little car that does everything yell. You get more room. more
sociation on campus Oct. 9.
weight and more power than most little cars give you, yet the gas mileage is right in the same neighborhood
The Murray-Youngstown game
on Oct. 10 will give the young
with the best of them. Vegas come dressed up. too, not stripped to the bone so you have to add a lot to make
musicians their first opportunity
them liveable. Drive one. You'll see.
to march before the student
body, performing a variety of
drills.
Reichmuth's days as a Murray State student were "filled
with music." In addition to the
Marching Thoroughbreds, he
played first oboe in the University Symphonic Orchestra and
alto sax in the Men of Note, Phi
Mu Alpha's stage band, and
sang in the University Choir.
In 1960 he directed "Campus

1971.You've changed.
Chevrolet
We've changed.

Lights," the all-student musical
that is well-known throughout
West Kentucky, Southern Illinois, and West Tennessee.
As a senior Reichmuth won
the Vivace Club's award for the
outstanding male music major
in the graduating class.
He holds a life membership
in Phi Mu Alpha, a professional
music organization, and mem
berships in various education
and music- education associ
ations, including the First District KMEA of which he was
president in I91313-70.

Caprice.There's a double layer of steel in the roof, a steel guard beam in each door. power disc brakes up
front, a new power ventilation system inside, a wheelbase two and one-half inches longer. You get the looks
and comfort of a six- or seven-thousand-dollar car, but at Chevrolet prices. And that's the kind of change
during these tight-money times that all of Us can appreciate.
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A vanishing tailgate.

A big change in our big wagon. The window goes up into the roof, the GlideAway tailgate vanishes beneath the floor. Out of sight. Out of your way for easy loading even in a closed
garage or when you have a trailer hooked on.

See what we mean by putting you first? September 29 at your Chevrolet dealer's.
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Driving Without
a License

The sleek, beautiful new '71's are here .
and now is the time to choose that new car you've
been needing and wanting. New beauty,
performance and safety features make the
1e171 cars outstanding. See them all, choose
... and put yourself in the driver's
seat with a convenient Auto Loan. See us for
fast loan service, and enjoy a new car, now.

When Jeff's car knocked down
a pedestrian he felt no great sense
of guilt. After all, he had been
driving properly, well within the
speed limit. Clearly it was not
his fault that the man had stepped out suddenly from behind a
parked car.
Then Jeff remembered, with a
sinking feeling, that his driver's
license had expired. Sure enough.
the pedestrian seized upon this
point in suing for damages.
"Anyone without a driver's
license," he argued at a court
hearing, "has no business driving
a car in the first place."
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Nevertheless, the court decided
Jeff could not be held legally liable. The judge said his lack of
a license, even though wrongful,
had no connection at all with the
accident.
Generally speaking, the mere
fact that a motorist has no license
does not make him automatically
responsible for accidents. For this
would be imposing an extra penalty upon him, in addition to the
regular penalty the law already
imposes for driving without a
license.
Furthermore, an unlicensed
driver is himself entitled to collect damages, if someone else
negligently injuries him. Otherwise, noted one court, he would
become a helpless target for any
other driver on the road.
On the other hand, there is no
doubt that the state does have
a right not only to require a
license but also to enforce that
requirement rigorously.
In one case a citizen became
incensed at the idea of police
roadblocks, which were used
from time to time to check up
on the licenses of passing motorists. Finally he went to court for
an injunction demanding an end
to this practice.
"Until a motorist has done
something wrong," he said, "the
police have no authority to stop
him. He has a right to use the
public streets without any interference."
But the court rejected his demand, saying that the right to
use the public streets is subject
to restrictions necessary for the
public safety. A roadblock, said
the court, is a logical and practical method for weeding out
drivers not fit to drive.

GAS HEATER
$126.00

GE PORTABLE
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Fulton City Ground Attack
Smashes Crittenden County
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FULTON, Ky.—The Fulton Bulldogs offensive rage as he
City Bulldogs utilized the com- scored from 15 yards out, and
bined running attack of Marvin once again Erickson booted the
Green and Steve Erickson to extra point.
trample the visiting Crittenden In the second stanza Erickson
County Rockets, 48-6, in a game returned a Crittenden kickoff
Friday night.
and moved 71 yards upfield and
Green, a 186-pound senior full- a touchdown, as Whitlow added
back scored three times and the extra point.
added a two-point conversion, The Rockets got on the scorewhile Erickson, 170-pound senior board for the only time in the
halfback, ran for a score and a contest on a 20-yard run by
pair of two-point conversions.
junior halfback Gary Winters
Green opened the scoring for The attempt at the extra poin
Fulton City in the first quarter failed.
on a 10-yard run, as Erickson The Bulldogs increased then
kicked the extra point.
lead to 40-6 on a five-yard scorA safety by Fulton City in the. ing strut by Green, but the atfirst stanza gave the Bulldogs tempt at the extra points
failed.
an early 10-0 lead.
Fulton City completed their
Green trotted into the end
zone again from five yards out, scoring for the night on a fiveand also added the extra points yard run by Ricky Robinson,
and William Mitchell ran for
on a run.
Charles Whitlow added to the the two-point conversion.
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Jerry L. McClain, grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burton of Lynnville and Roy McClain of Palmersville, lost his
foot on May 21 in Vietnam,
while riding in a U. S. Army
heavy artillery vehicle, which
hit a mine near the Cambodian
border.
He had served eleven months
in Vietnam and received the
purple heart and bronze star.
Jerry is presently in the Valley Forge General Hospital in

Phoenixville, Pa., where he
was recently visited by Elke
Sommer, film star.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carter McClain of East Detroit, Michigan and a 1968
graduate of East Detroit High.
He is known in that area for
his saxophone playing and
plans to further his education
in music upon his release from
the hospital.
Jerry is the nephew of Mrs.
Howard West of Dukedom.

Governor Is Invited
To Statue Unveiling
Glideclosed
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The statue or Mr. Everett
has been completed at Barre,
Vt., and will be shipped to Mon
County after it is approved in a
final inspection next month.
The statue, made of Barre
granite ana steel gray in colosi
will be six feet, eight inches
tall and will stand on a pedestal,'
Its weight has been estimated at
18,000 pounds.

7 OZ.
REG.
$1.49

5 OZ.
REG.
$1.19

8 OZ.
REG.
$1.67

HAIR SPRAY

Crittenden

County

0

6

0

Houses and other buildings moved,
or jacked up and leveled.

0-5

Fulton CRY
28 8 0 14-41
FT—Marvin Green, 10 run. Stew
Erickson run.
FC—Safety.two points.
FC—Green. 5 run. Green run
FC — Charles Whitlow. 13 run
Erickson run
FC—Erickson. 11 kickoff return
Whitlow run
CC—Gary Winters. 20 run. kick

Free Estimates

FC—Green. 4 run. run failed.
CC--Ricky Robertson. 5 run. Wit
Hawn Mitchell run

JAMES C. MOORING

CITRUS EXPORTS RISE
MADRID — Total Spanish exports of citrus fruit in the present crop year amounted to 601,256 tons, a 14 per cent increase
over [trz previous year.

Tiptonville, Tenn.
Telephone 253-7594

89c
ULL_A
BRUTE

REG. 99' CAN

2/82c

TOOTHPASTE

1162 Gauge
Gauge
20 Gauge
410 Gauge

Save On
Shotgun Shells

HEAVY
LOAD

Box
Box
Box
Box

$2.71
$2.54
$2.26
$2.35

FAMILY SIZE
REG. $1.09

B. Williams Co.
Products:

Pacquin or
Silk 'n Satin
LOTION lay

_ —
ultra brite

WILLIAMS

AQUA VELVA
LOTION

4 oz.
REG. 89'

LECTRIC
SHAVE

BOTH REG. $1.09

2/98c

"REGULAR"3 OZ.
AQUA VELVA

SILICONE LATHER
10 OZ. REGULAR,
MENTHOL,OR
FROST LIME

49,

REG. 896

REG.
796

46
51

GERITOL

TABLETS

"FROST LIME" 3 OZ.

6 Ct. - Reg.$1.23
REG.
894

69

.
40 CT.$
REG. $2.98

Gillette
FOAMY

TECHMATIC

EAVE

190

'"chnWayne
b"ChiSlinr
nes.—

REG.
$2.29

PLATINUM REG.
$1.00
PLUS 5's
PLATINUM REG.
PLUS 10's $1.89
TECH
REG.
•BAND 5's $1.00
TECH REG. $1.79
9
BAND 10's $ 1 2
INJECTOR
c
BLADES 7's REG. $1.00
INJECTOR
REG.
BLADES 11's $1.69
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The Bulldogs have a unblemished 3-0 season mark, and will
host the Murray High Tigers
Friday night.
The Rockets have yet to gain
a victory in four outings this
season, and will travel to Trigg
County Friday night.

99;

LUSTRE CREME

NOW SHOWING
Thro SEPT. 30thl

foriestTudere ristuuher GeorgeSenlanson.Bruce Cabot
Urn Corbett.Patic Knowies.Ardivw Prine.Richard laeckel
lynch Day•And kilockingGeoffrey Deuel&Pamela tvic-Myler

MOVING
25 Years' Experience

HOUR AFTER HOUR ANTI-PERSPIRANT

U•11.

IkNGE

11

4 OZ.
REG.
$1.00

fkapi
PLUS

HOUSE

HOUR AFTER HOUR DEODORANT

Gov. Buford Ellington, mem- gressmen will be invited toUnion
bers of the Tennessee congres- City Nov. 11 for the Veterans
sional delegation and other con- Day unveiling of a life-sized
statue of the late U. S. Rep.
Robert
A.
'Fats'
Everett
of Union City.
Preliminary plans for the day
were discussed at a breakfast
meeting this morning, presided
over by Mayor Charles 'Red'
Adams, chairman of the Robert
A. 'Fats' Everett Memorial Fund
which sponsored the campaign
to raise money for the statue.
The statue will be placed on
the courthouse lawn to the north
of the main walk on the east
side of the courthouse.
Plans also call for the establishment of an "eternal flame"
on the south side of the walk,
as a monument to all veterans.
The United Cities Gas Company
will handle this project if members of the °Mon County Quarterly Court give permission for
it to be placed on the lawn at
the court's October term.
The Milton-Talley American
Legion post will sponsor
the
day's activities which will include a parade, the unveiling
ceremonies and the sale of pack
lunches at Kiwanis Kiddie Park
following the ceremonies. The
Legion post will sell tickets for
the pack lunches at $2.50 each
and all profits will go to the
scholarship fund established at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin in the name of the late
vorett.•
e hope to have ssveral
hundred out-of-town visitors in
Union City for the occasion,"
said Mayor Adams.
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Gillette World Series Calvacade of Prices
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WRITTEN IN THE SKY FOR ALL TO SEE IS THE HAPPY STORY OF WONDERFUL MAXI—SAVINGS
vacsocsamcm
SEAl SWEET FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE
29c

FRYERS

Limit 4

SWIFT OR TURNERS

ICE MILK

1/2 Gallon

45c

SOUTHERN ftE1.1.1: STICK

MARGARINE
5lbs. $1

PEAS
SIRLOIN STEAK 1 SWEET
303 Size Can
$

WHOLE

17-oz.

FRYER Breast
FRYER Thighs
! FRYER Legs
FRYER Wings
CHICKEN Backs
/
e

lb 69c
lb. 69c
lb 59c
lb 29c
lb. 19c

5

89c

lb.

lb. 29t

Please

1L2AORZGECan

•

7,

U. S. CHOICE

CLUB STEAK

KRMP - N

lb $1.09 4"1

SLICED BACON

lb 79c

REELFOOT

SMOKED PICNICS

lb. 49c
lb. 19c
lb 19c
lb 25c

EXTRA DRY SKIN 14-oz. Bottle

2 lb. jar __ 49c
';

HEINZ STRAINED

BABY FOOD
10 Jars 89t
GOLDEN RICH

5 lbs. for

$1.00

KREY

STOKELY

/

.

4-oz. CAN

.
I
0
A

3 for

BAMA

59c

HART'S

.
GEE-GEE

i licl:':idnitionriliallkOLEO ib.10POPCORN
•excluding

4Bag

.

lb.

/

8-oz.

8 for _ _

; DOG FOOD
/

$1.00

PENNY

SALMON

16-oz.

89c

MISS AMERICA

15 112-oz.

10c

BUSH 8-oz.

SWEET PICKLES

32-oz. ._

59c

L& M

3 for

; PORK and BEANS
DALES

25c

PEANUT BUTTER

40-oz. _ _ _ _ 99c

19c PEARS

RUNNY

SWEET ROLLS
3
1;isas $1

MILD & GENTLE PALMOLIVE 12-oz.

STOKELY

Quart

45c

29-oz.

U.S. NO. I RED

89c

our price

t

'
,••••••••••••••••••tttt••
••••••••••••
o

; TOMATO SAUCE

REG. $1.19

5-oz. CAN

DIAL ANTI-

I 1I

TBAWBF.BRY

PRESERVES
18-oz, 49

•
0: PERSP1RANT

$a51;00Purchase
tobacco products.t arini l kadad
nicITontic
pUrtlic'i
t:.
l se excluding
i$
c5
0.0120 coli
Coupon Per Family.
Limit IrCoupon Per Family.
y

/ CONTADINA

REG. 99c

DIAL DEODORANT our price ___ 73c

32 OZ.

, CELLO BAG

HYDE PARK

t

A

Whole or
Half

$1.00 MIIRACLE WHIP

**WITH THIS COUPON**
PARKAY

43c ; VINEGAR

SCOTT TISSUE

PORK & BEANS
A 16-oz.

% VANILLA WAFERS
29c CREAM STYLE CORN 8-oz. _ _ _ _ 10c
•••••••••••••••••t***ttit
rtt
rittct:
Ott•••

/

FOUR ROLLS

lb. 79

ROBERTS ONE POUND

*

CHILI with BEANS
3300 ;;:an$1

lb 99c

KREY SEMI

30-oz.

PURPLE PLUMS

79c

AMERICAN BEAUTY

TENDERATED HAM

lb. 49c

REG. $109

WOODBURY LOTION

BOSTON BUTTS BONELESS HAM

HEINZ

FRESH

POTATO CHIPS
Bag 49

MOUSIER VALLEY

FRESH LEAN PORK

1

$1

lb. 69c

12.5-oz. CAN

IL 99c Aoe HAIR SPRAY Reg.79c our price 59c

RIB STEAK

QUARTER PORK

PORK STEAK

GRAPE
JELLY
318 nzorJar.

OLEO

SUDDEN BEAUTY

I- NITER SLICES

KRAFT

$1

For

eo'

U. S. CHOICE

ME ONES
, LOIN SLICED
lb. 79c FRESHCKliT
PARK LANE OR FIESTAL
,
,
P
G FEET
e LEAN BONELESS
ICE CREAM
1/2 Gallon ____ 59c ; PORK CUTLETS
lb 89c FAT BACK _
e

TOMATO KETCHUP

SCHOOI. DAY

U.S. CHOICE CORN FED

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSP.

SHAMPOO

10lb.

REG. 79c

our price

59c

OLD JUDGE

i,CARROTS Bag 10c POTATOESbag t
BREAD
COFFEE
320-A.:1rLoaf89,
5
Lb. 89t
GRAPES .. PEPPERS For 2
SW
TOMATOES lb. 294 grATOES lb- 9
200 $1.39
pE wijAmEs 0 SONS. LIQUID
SWAN
4 WITHOUT
U.S. NO. I WHITE SEEDLESS

/1
7131,ARGE

3

i

; EXTRA GOOD TASTING

CUT RITE 75 Count

SANDWICH BAGS
INSTANT FOLGER'S COUPON
COFFEE CRYSTALS

FANCY HOME GROWN

10c

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS

6 cans

59c

COUPON

SPECIAL PRICI
WITH THIS COUPON

SAVE

COUPGN 45c

WHEN YOU BUY A

Ittel

Without Coupon SI 59
"H "' "'"u Oct 1 1970
t: W. Jam,
Kr Sons
'
10 0/

Jar

We Accept U.S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

i

"MAXI-SAVINGS" ler

5WiER1IIARNIET 0

Good Thru 9 30 - 70
F. W. James & Sons
IT TAKES A $10 PURCHASE
TO GET BOTH $5.00 PURCHASES
LISTED IN AD. THANK YOU!

